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' EWON'T  TAKE THE LEAD' 
line company plays down,  r oi 
presenting evidence fo the Kitimaf. Pipeline Company importance, but said that he Robert Edwards, a lawyer for by a single oll spill in Do~las he most difficult decision 
imat Oil Port Inquiry 
mmlss loner  Andrew 
)mpsen may have to make in 
next week Is the role 
Imat Oil Pipeline Company 
I fake in the formal hearings 
)e held later this year. 
,t Wednesday afternoon's 
Ilmlnary session In Kltimat, 
=troversy flared over 
:1her the company should 
,e 'to take the lead in 
must in every Instance produce 
its evidence first." Sforrol 
argued that the hearings had 
come about as a result of the 
company's application 4o the 
Natlona! Energy Board and that 
the onus was on Kitlmat Oil 
Pipeline to justify its position. 
Following the afternoon 
session, Dr. Thompson con. 
ceded that the role of the 
pipeline company was of major 
inquiry. 
Company Counsel Francis 
Soville said that while the oil 
consortium was prepared to 
make its findings and its people 
available to the inquiry, "we do 
not want to take the lead." 
But Marvin Storrol, counsel 
for the Klflmat OII Coalition, the 
largest group fighting the 
proposal to locate an oil port in 
Kltlmat, contended that "the 
='h ra 
Serving "ierrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, stewart and the Nass 
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wanted to hear more arguments 
before making a decision. He 
promised that the Issue would 
be resolved by the end of the 
preliminary hearings next 
week. 
The Inquiry was also told 
Wednesday that the provincial 
government's Energy Tran.' 
sportatlon Task Force would 
submit copies of Its documents 
to the commisslon. 
~ \  DOUGLAS 
/~CHANNEL 
~"~ REALTY 
632,4721 
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KITIMAT 
"DEAL WITH THE FRIENDLY FOLK" 
the Attorney General's 
department, revealed that the 
Task Force - made up. of 
representatives of the Afforney 
General, the BC Energy 
Commission, the Environment 
and Land Use Secretariat, and 
the ministries of Energy, 
transport and Communication 
and Economlo Development- 
had been formed last December 
following Kltlmat OII Pipoline's 
application to the National 
Energy Board. Edwards said 
that the Task Force had been 
studying "the broad questions 
of oll movement, on the west 
coast." 
Edwards also told the Inqulry 
that whlle the provlncial 
government Is "not par- 
tlclpatlng to support or oppose a 
particular proposal . .  we 
reserve the rlght to do so." 
'He pledged that the province 
would co-operate In every way 
posslble and that government 
employees~ would be avallable 
to testify. 
Over thlrty organlzatlons 
Channel where the village is 
located. 
Thompson said the purpose of 
the hearing was to find out what 
is at stake and what can be 
down to protect It. 
Some members of the com. 
reunify suggested that the 
hearing will be a waste of time 
and money as pallflclans will 
trade off III effecls of the part 
for benefits reaped by 
easterners. 
"That's what they are," 
Thompson said. "Tradeoffs. 
That is how a politician makes 
his decisions." 
He said all •they could do was 
feed Information to cabinet and 
Iwt them know the hazards and 
the way I~ople felt about it. 
One person said if he could 
show everyone In B.C. was 
against he port the government 
would say the need for oll In 
Ontario is great sago ahead. 
Thompson said In cases like 
this it would make If very dif- 
ficult for the government o 
make a decision. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S ~ were represented at the "This is what makes a what money wlll be avallable to Ferry strik loom prellmlnarysesslon, whlchls country," he sald. "One reglon flnanceadversarybrlefs. ' being held to determine the respectsthewishesofanofher." He assured the meeting that 
timing, scope and procedure for Thompson, "who told. the ]here Is no doubt that people 
the formal hearlngs. ; meeting that much of his who live on Douglas Channel 
• Most of the groups at today's background had been In law and will qualify for a grant. 
But legality sesslonwereopposadtotheoll Formal start ~port proposal. A Kitimat "realtor who said he represented 
• .. the Citizen's Coalitlor~ for the 
Pipeline, was. booed by those • 
is questioned present.. IS  too early ~ln Kltlmaat Village Tuesday, Heber Maitland, tribal chief, 
told the commission that British 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Li. 
censed ferry officers will pro. 
ceed with a strike today until 
the British Columbia Labor Re- 
lations Board rules that If is il. 
legal, union spokesman Peter 
Marshall said Wednesday night. 
Marshall said the licensed of- 
ricers wUI be represented at a 
board hearing today, and if the 
strike is ruled Illegal, it will _be 
cancelled. 
Earlier, labor board chair- 
man Paul Welter said that John 
Fryer, general secretary of the 
B.C, Government Employees 
Union, '.which represents I1-. 
censed and unlicensed ferry 
workers, had assuredhim there 
would be no walkout under 
terms of, an agreement reached 
at a meeting Wednesday setu p 
'THAT'S NO SPRING CHICKEN! - Stephen Gregg of Dutch Valley is the proud 
new owne: of this baby duck. The d/xcks are taking over the chickencoop on government would not order a90-day cooling.off period if the 
the family farm and it will be determined late; ~ho will rude "the roost, officers went on strike, because 
energy, said he is an en- 
vironmentalist and is working 
with environmental law. 
Asked what the government Is
doing about environmental law, 
he slad if the project goes 
ahead, chronic spills caused by 
loading or unloading or dum- 
ping bilge In water can be dealt 
with by legislation. 
Spills caused by grounding or 
collision are a different matter, 
he said. 
Thompson said he is going to 
Ottawa May 11 and hopes to 
announce by the end of the week 
the strike would be illegal and 
,such a ruling can only be made 
in a legal stcike. 
He said he expected the labor 
board would issue a cease.and. 
desist order. 
Marshall said that the govern- 
ment has only angered the offi- 
cers and has not set the proper 
atmosphere for negotiations. 
GOVERNMENT WATCHING 
"The government is con- 
cerned that the ferry system: 
continues to function," said Wil- 
liams. " i t  Is-essential for the 
tourist industry and the normal 
flow of commerce between Van- 
couver Island and the Mainland 
the Mid and North Coasts. 
• "The" government cannot 
stand idly by and allow a strike 
when there are other avenues." 
Columbia Indians are puffing 
their land claims before an, oil 
port for Kltlmat or a pipeline to. 
Edmonton. :-.. 
• Commissioner Thompson 
said he would accept any briefs 
dealing with Indian land claims. 
as they pertain to the north 
coast port, but he Is not In. a 
Ix)Silo 
e era. 
He said a separate hearing for 
a pipeline will be carried out by 
the National Energy Board and 
other land claims In the North 
should be brough before that 
hearing in August. 
Members of the Indian 
• community .~aid their entire 
way of l l fecould be destroyed 
Kitlmat residents Wednesday 
got their first opportunity to 
voice concerns about a 
prol)osed oll port I~ thler city. 
At a preliminary heerlng of the 
federal. Inquiry three malor 
participants submitted one 
common request: postpone the 
start of formal sessions. 
Both the Kitlmat OII Coalition 
and the United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers Union said the 
July 11 starting date suggested 
by commission cousel left in. 
sufficient time for the 
preparation of submissions. 
They asked that formal taJks 
not start until Nov. 14. 
Archte Patrick, representing 
the Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs, 
said his group is opposed to any 
decision being taken on this or 
any other pipeline pr~sa ls  
until Indian land claims are 
settled. 
Dr. Andrew Thompson, 
Inquiry commissioner, made no 
Immediate reply to the 
requests. 
Earl ier,  he said one of the 
purposes of the prellminery 
hearing was to obtain 
suggestions from interested 
parties on such questions as the 
location and timing of formal 
hearings. 
: More than 100 persons, In- 
cluding representatives of the 
B.C. government, Kltlmat'OII 
Pipeline Co. Ltd., Trans 
by the board. Hesaldlthegovernmentfer- BrR i dAy  CNl:ltll: L Pipeline Co. LM., 
Marshall replied that if, Fryer rles corporation,.and the ~Jnio~.i:::. ,~ ~, . ,;~ ~ _~.~ ~_~_ ~_,= _~ _~mm_~_l m ~_~ :.,m_ _ trade unions and envlronmentel 
.... Wasamade such.~:b~O, nl(~t[0ns *bPeak, ' a st'atement, th re assistanceW°Ul ¢ I~. . . . . . . . . . .  ffdr(~d'ever~;-~f°lJ;l~'-~available' under " . ~iS .~ . . . . . . .  . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  " ' " EXTEN$ N* . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  "NO= ~RTH~ ; ~'~ ...... afternoon!seSsion; ; ' g  p. :  . pr rou "s" wer  " :  e~ht:,~, at the ~'/ 
min i s t ry ,  inc lud ing  VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The Taylor said he had under- :" down. Marshall said that Fryer 
was at a union executive meet- 
ing late Wednesday which de- 
clded there would be a strike 
because the B.C. Ferries Corp. 
refused to negotiate improve- 
ments to a conciliation report. 
Following the closed meeting, 
Weiler sald that the board, the 
ferries corporation and the gov- 
ernment employees union had 
agreed that such a strike would 
be illegal. 
"We're not making any offi- 
cial ruling today," Weller said 
Wednesday, "because there's 
no 
disagreement between the par- 
ties about the legality of the 
strike vote. 
"Everybody agrees that a 
strike can't be legal right now." 
NOT AT MEETING 
Representatives of the 500 of- 
ricers refused to participate in 
the meeting. 
Licensed officers Voted 89 per 
cent in favor of the strike, and 
filed 72.hour strike notice Mon- 
day. 
Validity of the action was 
thrown into question last week 
when the labor beard ruled that 
the 500 offlcer~ and 2,000 unli- 
censed employees, whic h pre- 
viously had bargained as sepa- 
rate components withlg the 
BCGEU, would become the 
same bargaining unit. 
Labor Minister Al lan Wil. 
Ilams said In Victoria that the 
WINNIPEG CP Two 
numbers worth $100,000 each 
• PRE DRAWN Wed~,esday in the 
Westerfi Express lutfery. The 
luck number Is 92719 in Series 
three, with series iefters D and 
E. 
'The same number in Series 
three Of any other series letter 
I s  wbrth $50,000. 
Cashprlzes of $20,000 each go 
tothe holders of ticket No. 53013 
in Series one of any series 
letter. The $10,000 cash prizes 
go to the holders of ticket No. 
39703 in Series two of any series 
letter., 
Any t icket,  regardless, of 
series letters or numbers, which 
contain the numbers 92719, 
53013 or 39703, are worth $1,080 
each. 
Smaller cash prizes ranging 
from $25 f0 $100 go to any ticket 
in which the last four and la:,f 
three digits correspond with 
~yinning numbers. 
Acts of press chided 
numbers. 
OTTAWA'(CP) -- A special may be jeopardized as a result, divlduals. 
TROUBLES AT MILLHAVEN 
One chapter in the draft re. 
port went into details on tro.u. 
bled MIIIhaven penitentiary -S 
m..es west of Kingston, Ont. 
The chapter recommends 
that 
54 Canadian penitentiary serv. 
ice employees, most of them 
guards at MIIIhaven, be dis. 
missed or retired. 
Reynolds said he may raise a 
question of privilege "against 
the media" when the Commons 
meets today. 
CRITICAL OF REPORTERS 
He would not confirm the ac- 
curacy of the report but said re- 
porters were "totally Irresp()ns- 
Ible" In using any names of in. 
divlduals contained In If. 
Leggatt said that if Lavoie's 
copy,' makred "confidential,'" 
was taken by a reporter, mem. 
bers of the parliamentary press 
gallery may facea loss of prlvi. 
loges. 
He said he wouldn't comment 
on the accuracy of the news re. 
ports but added: 
"It's been my position right 
along that the subcommittee 
should not name names." 
Leggatt said about 600 per. 
sons would have to be n.~med If 
faults' found durino ,~ crors. 
country tuur of ..-i.:,~ during 
Weather 
Yesterday's temperatures: 
High 12 
Low 3 
Today's temlPratures: 
High 15 
Low 3 
Weather Outlook: 
' Warmer, Sunny 
with a few 
doudyperlods 
Commons subcommittee 
wres- 
tles with 'he final verslon of a 
re~ort on federal prisons today; 
includ!ng whether to use names 
• of Individuals and angry with 
the press for reporting any 
names contained in a .prelimi- 
nary draft. 
At a closed meeting Wednes. 
• day, Jacques Lavole (PC--Mon- 
treal Hochelaga) was to explain 
to the other subc0mmlttee 
members how the draft fell Into 
the hands of reports Tuesday. 
Lavole said earlier Inan In-. 
tervlew that he left the docu. 
ment on a bench outside the 
Commons on Tuesday, forgot It 
"and the journalists took It." 
John Reynolds (PC-- 
Burnaby. 
Richmond Delta) and Stuart 
Leggat t  (NDP- -New 
West. 
minster) both said the privl. 
leges of the press in Parliament th~ winter wen. assigned to ;n. 
special 
m e d i a t o r s and fact.f nding 
teams. 
"We will ensure the parties 
have all the tools they require,'" 
Williams said. 
He said there was no doubt 
that the economy and welfare 
of the province would be af- 
fected by a ferry strike. 
The minister said news' sto- 
ries of the strike possibility 
have already had an effect. 
Williams sald he. talked 
Wednesday with a Victoria ho- 
tel operator who sald th, e strike 
threat has Increased the hum- 
bar of cancelled resarvatlons. 
U'hlon spokesmen were not 
available to comment on Wil- 
liams' statement. 
aJLC, U.6P  
Low rates 
are too 
successful 
OTTAWA (CP) - - 'A i r  Can. 
ada's cheap charter fares for 
flights within Canada have met 
with such overwhelming re- 
sponse they've created a public 
relations headache, say com- 
pany officials. 
The airline is placing ads In 
newspapers across the country 
today explaining that all char-. 
ter seats for this summer and 
this Christmas season have 
been sold ou:t, hoping to turn off 
requests for bookings that have 
continued to pour in. 
TOO SUCCESSFUL 
"We've been ton successful, 
darn it," seld Norm Garwood 
an Air Canada spokesman. 
royal commission Investigating 
British Columbia Railway will 
have to consider whether the 
continued operation of any por- 
tion of the railroad's far north- 
ern extensions can be justified, 
commission counsel Martin 
• Taylor said .Wednesday. 
Taylor told the commission- 
ers-Mr. Justice Lloyd Mack- 
enzie, Dave Chapman and Syd 
Welsh--that they should ask 
wheti~er the opo.raflon of any of 
the northern routes can be "lus- 
rifled by traffic to be antici- 
pated fo and from any point up 
to the present end of steel." 
Taylor said th.'ee major de- 
velopments had affected the 
railway since the commission's 
appointment by Premier Bill 
Bennett in February: release of 
new flnenclal data; signing of a 
new federal-provincial agree- 
ment of'railroad construction 
cost.sharing; and an- 
nounced 
lay-offs at Rallwest, a sub. 
sldlary freight-ear manufac- 
turing plant. 
taken to define specific Issues 
now to give guidance to the 
various Interested parties ap- 
pearing before the com. 
mission. 
"Are the rallway's rates as 
high as they Can be without loss 
of a significant volume of com- 
pensatory  t ra f f i c?"  
Taylor 
asked. 
" I t  Is obvlously Important 
that no part of the losses ab. 
sorbed by the public should con. 
stitute a hidden subsidy to In. 
dustrles which use the rail. 
way." 
Taylor said the commission 
should also consider the jusflfi- 
cation for subsidized Industrial 
transportation I central B.C. 
The commissioners decided 
to 
continue hearings In Vancouver 
• until May 27. Starting June 6, 
the commission will travel to 
the communities erved by the 
railroad, using the B.C. Rail 
dayllner whenever possible. 
............ ~ ........ ,......;.~:::.........,%......:~ ..... ..  ~ ............... ... ~ .~.~'% ~-'.':::~:..:'..:.~...~.¢ ~:;i:~.~..., 
The meeting opened with a 
statement from Dr. Thompson, 
outlining the purpose of the 
Inquiry and appealing to 
governments, corporate of- 
ficials and the public to "listen' 
with open minds" to the 
evidence. 
Russell J. Anthony, com-.. 
mission counsel, outlined his " 
recommendations on procedure 
end the funding of participants, 
and sald his was an Independent 
role and not that of " the 
government's lawyer." 
The federal government • 
called the Inquiry Into the 
proposal for a deep-sea oil port 
at Kltlmat, connecting with a' 
plpellne to Edmonton, but will 
not be a formal participant in 
the hearings. 
Francis Savllle, lawyer for 
Kltimat Oil Pipeline Co. Ltd., 
which Is proposing the port, said 
Itwas Ottawa's responsibility to 
present facts related to tanker 
operations on the B.C. coast, 
and not the company. 
• IN  qUEBEC _ , Language vigilantes 
to enforce new aw 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  If Quebec's 
proposed language legislation 
becomes law, any firm which 
prov ides  Inadequate  
French• 
service Is inviting visits from 
government Inspectors and 
fines of up to $5,000. 
"The French language charter 
will require firms to commu. 
nlcate with their employees, 
suppliers and customers In 
French, and will require some 
of the larger outfits to advertise 
In French. 
These and other provisions at. 
of the Official Language Ad  re- 
garding Inquiries. 
The government Is In- 
troducing the language charter 
to replace the Official Language 
Act, sometimes known as Bill 
22. 
The wording of most of the 
;~;.;.;..`..~..~.~....~.~.~.~.~.~.~...,..,.~.`.~..~..~.~.~,~.;~;~;.;,..~;`;~..fJ~,,.;~..~.~.:.`.~..:.:;~;~;.~:;~. . , ; . . . - . :~ : . : . : . : . : . . ,~ . - . . . - .  
IGNORED MEMBERS 
GET TRANSCRIPTS 
• VICTORIA (CP) -- Tran- 
scripts of the hearings of the 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
legislature's 
committee xamining the prov- 
Inca's food Industry will be 
made available to two MLAs 
left off the committee, 
: ken Bawtree (SC--Shuswap), 
committee cha.irman, said in a 
.news release Wednesday that 
"because of the Interest shown 
by the leaders of the Con. 
servative and Liberal parties In 
the work of the committee.. '.
I have asked that Hansard 
make the transcripts.., avail. 
able to them." 
Liberal leader Gordon Gibson 
and Progressive Con servatlve 
leader. Scott Wallace were not 
allowed to sit on the committee, 
despite unanimous opposition 
pressure onthe government. 
Neither Gibson nor Wallace 
were available on Wednesday 
for comment. 
Bawtree also said that a pre- 
liminory list of hearing dates 
revealed Monday "should I~ot 
be considered factual." 
• "The only hearings an. 
nounced to date are on May 30 
and 31 in the Island Hall, Park- 
svllte," he said, adding that 
rmwspapers in each area, as 
well as the consumer and pro. 
ducer organizations, will be no. 
tiffed 30 days prior to any hear. 
trigs, whenever possible. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . , J~ , t  eot , * , *e* t . , *  ,o .  %. .o . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  I 01 H ~.%-,-;,,*.%%-..~,-..-..%-..%%-..%-..-..- .. ;! . . ..,v.....v.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..;~...... ; ;....... .......-...~.....~.....,a... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ' .  • . ' ,  .'.'.';';'.'.'.'.',v;'.'.'.';';'.'.'.'.';'.'...',.... ~,.,.....~..~'~.~.':.,........;,;,..;.;.......,.,.;,;., 
tenting ,business will be en." 
forced by'a commission for sur. 
velllanca of the French lan- 
guage, a government body with 
the power to summon witnesses 
and have them testify under 
oath and to seize documents be.. 
Iieved to be Incriminating. 
Any Quebecer complaining 
about the inadequacy of a cer- 
tin firm's French service can 
set off an InvestigatlorL 
If, on investigation, the com. 
mission determines there has 
been a violation of the language 
law the commissioners Inform 
the attorney.general who de. 
cldes whether to press charges. 
Firms violating the law can 
be fined between ~ and $1,000 
on their first offence, and be. 
tween $500 and $5,000 for a sec. 
ond Infraction, 
SIMILAR TO OLD LAW 
t 
Articles In the PQ language 
bill concerning the surveillance 
commission ressemble sections 
articles In the two laws con. 
cerning Inquiries Is Identical 
and there are only minor 
changes In others. 
Both laws provide for appoint. 
ment of Investigation commie. 
signers and Inspectors. 
But under the proposed lan~' i 
guage charter, the Investigators * 
only have jurisdiction In the 
section of the law covering the 
Francisatlon of businesses. 
In the old law, investigators 
could look Into Francisatlon 
programs but In eddltlon could ~ 
study contracts to assure that ~ 
they conformed to the law. 
They could also refer com. 
plaints about products which 
did not meet French.I;anguage 
requirements to the attorney. 
general and fines up to $5,000 
could be imposed by the courts. 
After an Irvestlgaflon under 
the old law the French Lan. 
guage Board, composed of nine 
commissioner's, would hold 
hearings. 
1 1 
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The wedding party, 1977 style...shown at the Kinette's fashion show. (~ee pages six aria seven.) 
Controls cutoff 
federal decision 
By VlC PARSONS Ing controls would begin before controlswhenthe private sector 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Finance Oct. 14. was freed. 
Minister Donald Macdonald Dates would not beset out in The concept of a voluntary 
said Wednesday it is likely the the government's "green" or monitoring agency was gener. 
federal government will haveto discussion paper on the end of ally accepted, Macdonald said, 
make the final decision on the controls to be released at the although there was some dis. 
timing and method of removal end of the month, he said. pule over whether it should be 
of wage-and-price controls be- Macdonald said there was a national or regional and provin. 
cause the provinces are unable consensus among the ministers clah 
to agree. ' that public employees, such as The agency, which could be 
Macdonald said at the close public servants, teachers and built on the remains of the 
of a one-day federal-provincial nurses, should not be singled existing anti.Inflation board, 
finance ministers' meeting on out for "unfavorable treat- would have the role of passing 
controls that there remained a ment" In the period during re- Judgment on trends of Inflation 
wide range of views among the moval of controls and after the and price and wage Increases. 
provinces on when the program program ends. Ontario Treasurer Darcy 
should end. This might remove a malor McKeough said after the meet. 
But he said there was general' stumbling block to the co.oper- ing that all agreed with the idea 
agreement among the govern- ation of labor, which had ex- of a monitoring agency. His 
ments that a monitoring pressed reservations about pub- province prefers a national or. 
agency, similar to the now- Ilc employees being held unde" ganizatlon. 
defunct food prices revlew 
board, should be set up to pass ORDER NOT CHAOS 
public judgment on groups I 
makir, gexcessive demands. PRINCE GEORGE, B.C.  result in chaos In community 
Macdonald said provincial op- (CP) -- Proposed changes to planning. 
tions on the date for ending con- the Municipal Act will bring or- Santini, of Vancouver, was 
trois range from an immediate der, not chaos, to community here for a provincial HUDAC 
termination, favored by Sas- planning of land development, directors meeting. 
katchewan and Manitoba, to says Gary Santlni, president of HUDAC represents about 90 
continuation to until Dec. 31, the British Columbia council of per cent of the housing Industry 
1978, the preference of British the Housing and Urban Devel- in Canada, including builders, 
Columbia. opm~nt Assoclation of Canada suppllersand engineers. 
" I t  would require a consider- (HUDAC). Land-use contracts which the 
able Solomon to reconcile all The ultimate result of the pro- city used to control subdivision 
those views," Macdonald said. posed changes will be less red development will be, repeated 
"Since I don't aspire to that tape, qulcker approvals of land by June, 1978, and replaced by 
role, I will have to make a development plans and lower a complete zoning plan and the 
chlce." land and house prices In the use ofdevelopm.enttpermits. 
DISCUSSING DATES city, Santini said Tuesday In an Dredging 
The program was originally interview. 
in sand 
planned to conclude at the end He was answering charges 
of 1978. made Monday by Prince 
Macdonald added that he did George city council members 
not think the process of remov- ~_that the proposed changes will 
RICHMOND, B.C. CP - A 
KEENLEYSIDE REPORT LOGGING TAX cont rovers ia l  dredging 
operation near Vancouver h tragi It International Aripert has been Poor f i re  service as c resu CHANGES SOUGHT temporarily halted while the contractor attempts to 
VANCOUVER CF-  The In- engaged in non-loggirig ac- ellmlnate silt from dredged 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP)- -A the British Columbia Fire onto the floor ot thelegislature. MacCleod of North Vancouver clal fire marshall Harry Jenns, stltute of Chartered Ac- tivitles." sand. 
fire services report delivered to Chiefs Association meeting The report called for a regu- told fire chiefs and assistants tostudy the report, countants of British Columbia The brief said the provincial Ken Johnson, Pacific regional 
the New Democratic Party gov- Tuesday. lar up to date 'report on fire the association would continue In atelephone interview from has sent a brief to Finance government wil l  receive manager of airports, said 
ernment nearly two years ago But members of the associ, damage in British Columbia, to lobby "until something is Victoria, Keenleyside said the Minister Even Wolfe calling for greater tax revenues from the Tuesday federal engineers are 
and since tabled by the present atlon remain divided on what formulation of a comprehensive done." report "is important enough to revision of the Logging Tax Act taxpayer engaged in logging working with the contractor to 
Social "Ci;edlt ad-. course of action to take to get fire services act and the forma- Attorney-General Garde Oar- justify a great deal of affention, sothat the forest industry bears becausethe federal government solve the problem. 
ministration the report, prepared by Dr. lion of a fire commission, dom has appointed a three.man "Human lives ' are being the same tax on profits as other foregoes a greater percentage The North Fraser Harbour 
"'. was the centre of attention at Hugh Keenleyside of Victoria, Association oresident committee, chaired by provin- wasted, many of which could be industries, of income tax dollars. Commission plans to dredge 
m,~ . . . . . .  saved if the fire services in The, brief said logging tom- A10 percent ax was imposed 700,000 cubic yards of sand from 
ICADIIII¢D~ COMPETITIVE SOCIETY B.C. were to be improved." panies have borne inequities In British Columbia on logging the Fraser River near Sea 
/n l l , lWmki -v  • • I _ I I  I I  WORST RECORD under the law for years and it's income in 1953 by the Social Island to Improve log storage. i;! WANT         Unemployment Dreecls The report sald B.C: had the time to recommend changes. Credlt government and the tax Transport Mlnish'yofflclals 
~.. i I ~ worst fire service of any prov- was increased to 15 percent in have denied that the dredged A VOICE drug drink problems i nce lnCanadaandarecord  "The goal i3 to permit a 1968 by the same admlnlstratlon sand' whlch is being dumped °n ' 
, only slightly ETTER THAN complete offset of logging tax when the processing allowance farmland near the river, will be 
OTTAWA jr THE against income tax," the brief was reduced, used for airport expansion'. 
(CP) -- The cane- United States national average, said. " I f  this goal Is affained, a The accountants said that no The British Columbia Land 
dian Federation of Agriculture OTTAWACP-The inability to family and friends also play a aretaken tolaunch a treatment The U.S. record is the worst of taxpayer engaged in logging other provlnceimposes such an Commission protested the 
(CFA) has called for an ex- find iobs may play a large part role in alcohol and drug abuse program," he said, urging any industrial nation in the activities will be faced with the additonal burden on its forest, project because of It use of 
ponded consultative role with in alcoholism and drug abuse problems, greater union-business co- world, same tax burden as a taxpayer~ industry, farmland and federal fisheries 
Ottawa on basic social and eco- among the young, senior "It is quite unlikely that any operation to set up sbch Between 1963 and 1972 the re- , officials ahve monitored the 
.nomic policy issues in which citizens and native people, says one of these sources provides a programs, port showed an average of 94.8 ,G ° ¥ER dredging to ensure fish stocks 
business and labor also partlci- Julien Major, executive vice- single cause which, by itself, 'Major said allowing wof:kers deaths were caused by fire in are not harmed. 
pate. president of the Canadian would result in the frustration a greater say in company the provlnce annually. " ~ '  " - © x ' a n ' ~ e  "J role The operation was I~lted 10 
The CFA, representing farm Labour Congress. and despair that leads workers decisions, improved working ' " Gordon Collins, loss pre- daysago.after 2,500cubic yards 
organizations in. all the prov- " lt ls,  lbelieve, reasonable to to seek escape by abusing such conditions, and government vention and control manager fo r  federa l  min is ter  ot dredged material showed 
inces, urged moreparticipatlon suggest that their inability to substances," he said. measures to ensure full em. for the Insurance Cor- signs of too much silt. 
with the federal government enter the occupational setting is . :'it is much more likely that ployment would go a long way porationnof OTTAWA (CP) -- In a move the many -French. John McNally, a flsherlesand 
du r ing  presentat  ion an important factor in their ~he interaction of several to relieving some of the causes B.C. told the association that marlneservicesofflcer, sa[d his 
Tuesday abuse of these substances," factors and their cumulative of alcohol and drug abuse, during the 1976-77 fiscal year, de'signed to deal with the for- speaking 
and Wednesday of its annual Major told thesecond Canadian effect adds up to being the There isalsoa need forpubllc arson was the cause of 75 per eign affairs aspirations of Que- countries--although it is ex- department had not halted the 
brief to members of Parlla- conference on occupational causo." education programs to strip cent of public school losses, bec, Prime Minister Trudeau pected that In the ordinary dredging, which was "a  fairly 
ment. alcoholism and drug abuse "Major admlHed that ,he had away the glamor around alcohol Damage totalled more than $12 has given special status to one course of events Goyer will re- clean operation." 
The influential farm body pro- today, no easy solution to the problem an~l tobacco created by ad. million, of his Quebec cabinet ministers, port through Jamleson. "Thereis no problem with the 
posed a meeting this fall, to be He said treatment programs ot people's high and often vertislng, which paints these "Arson fires are usually rap- informed sources said Wednes- An indicatlon of the Impor- capture of fish fry and it's 
attended by cabinet ministers to fight alcohol, drug and unobtainable expectations, substances as an attractive idly spreading fires, which day. tance of the move is that at a something we've been very 
and officials from several de- tobacco abuse only dealwith the But expansion of financial relief from stress and quickly grow beyond the ca- The sources said Jean-Pierre forthcoming conference here of sensitive about," he sald. 
partmentsthatcontributetoag-symptoms of peoples's counselllng programs may help frustration, pabilitles of flredepartments Goyer, mlnister of supply and westernAfrlcanstates--mostof Wol fe  
ricultural policy, problems and don't tackle the prevent and overcome The four day conference ends and inflict tremendous amounts services and a man.who has whom are French speaking m 
"We would hope, as one re- roots, alcoholism or drug abuse today, of damage," he said. severalbe'en Involvedtimes inlntheCC)ntr°verSypast, has chairmen.G°yer and Jamleson will be co- 
He said competitive problems started by financial He said ,CBC figures show likes suit of such a meeting, that we 
couldeliminateorvastly reduce pressures of an acquisitive pressures, he said. that In the five year period been given special status In the The only indication of Cana- 
confusion and uncertainty ln the society "drove them to dr.lnk," .%ecohd, itlsmostregretable Test prior to the formation of the government, dlan government hinking on trol 
farming community about gov- and stressful working con. that the dependency situations corporatlonin 1973 flre and van- He wlll speak for Canada to a the matter Is an external at- CO n 
the nature ditions, childhood experiences arepermittedtoreachalmosta ch icken  damage estimates total- large extent in the French- fairs announcement that Goyer 
ernnent a t t i tudeSof  policy related to°nfood andag, and later relationships wi.th crisis stage before measures " led about $10 million, speaklngworld, augmenting the will represeot he federal gov- CP . "j~Jna'nce'. 
riculture," the brief said. ca  se  "These fire damage figures work of Don Jamleson, external ernment at a Canada.France Minister Even Wolfe of British 
The farm organization based are reflective of inflation and affairs minister who cannot meeting in Toulon, Friday, Sat- Columbia, calling for con- 
the need for'direct talks with S imi la r  r a t e  s t r u c t u r e  VANCOUVEI~CP-Achlcken otherneconomicfactors, butare speak French, the sources say. urday and Sunday. tinuatlon of wage and price 
Ottawa on the fact that "organ. • importing test case between compounded by construction The move, unprecedented in WELL PLACED controlsuntll Dec. 31, 1978, said 
izations with a broad con- fo  r a II g a s c l ie nts  Kelly Douglas Ltd. and the de- Canadian foreign policy, will el- The announcement Wednes- today that talkof an earlier end 
stituency in the public, such as British Columbia BPoiler sign, which Is generally afro- low Goyer to report directly to day says Goyer is "lJartlcularly tothe program has caused "an 
farmers organizat ions,"  ' 'Trudeau on matters concerning well placed to accomplish this unacceptable degree of un. 
could KELOWNA, B.C. (CP)--The. Inland has asked for nergy Marketing Board does not clous," Collins said. • mission with the Association certainltyand confusion" about 
withn°t effectivelygovernment as e llyC°mmunicateas entrelatiVecategorlesC°Sts of servingof customersdiffer" posed 27 cent a thousand cub lcC°mmiss i °n  approval of a pro- require aB .C .  CourtfUll'scaleof Appealtrial'ruledthe -. ,-. ¢u r ,I WWI I  b o m b  France.Canada: The minister the country's commitment toe 
big business, were not calculated when In, feet increase for all categories Wednesday. uS  . . . has recently been given the fight against Inflation. role of adviser to Mr. Jamleson Wolfe, speaking to a federal- 
land Natural Gas Co. Ltd. de- of customer except one residen. Atstake is thevalidlty ofthe s t i l l  b l a s t  In the area of international provincial finance ministers' NEEDSTRESSED 
The brief stressed the need cided on a proposed rate in- tial classification. The current beard's' actions in ordering g ,, 
forpubllcdlscusslonofpolicles, crease, the British Columbia price is 82.3 cents a thousand 60,00O pounds of frozen chlckens a v e  a francophoneaff~lrs, meeting on controls, said the 
to ensure that Information was Energy Commission' was told cubic feet. not to be sold. The chickens The statement adds that Go- uncertainty has been reflected 
made available to the farm Wednesday. Replying to cross- were brought Into Super.Value KODIAK, Alaska AP . The "They figure qultea bitoftl~e yet" will be co-chairman of the by dlfficultiesln gaffing on with 
community. Richard B. Stokes, Inland's examination Stores Ltd. from Missouri to be World War II bomb -that was chemical inside had already Group of Friends of the Sahel collective bargaining end some 
Talks would range over issues executive vice.president, told a by legal representatives of sold at prices below B.C. found beached on the west side decomposed and allowed the whlchwill meet in Ottawa May apprehension that In ttiefuture, 
such as energy, transportation, commission hearing that when Cominco Ltd. and six forest chickens: of Kodiak Island retained bombto float," he said. "They 30-June 1. prices might be treated more 
land use and consumer and the company began operations, companies, all Industrial The appeal court made its enough fire power to explode based their conclusion on the The Sahel Is the sub.Sahara leniently than wages. 
competition policy, there was "no thought o cost of buyers finding In dismissing an appeal Tuesday. ~pe of bomb it was on color- district of western Africa that 
The brief a lso polnted out that service to individual classes of of Inland gasStokessaldlndus- by the marketlng board agalnst coding used In World War Ih contains Chad, Gamble, Mall, B.C., t lhlch faces a heavy 
the farm community "is again customers, trial rates were determined by a supreme court ruling by Mr. Coast Guard spokesman Jim "And when they exploded the Murltanla, Niger, Senegal, Up- collectlv, bargaining schedule 
experiencing sharp income in. "Rates were structured as "hard bargaining at arms Justice W.A. Craig th.at sum. Stilessalda two.man explosive device, the resultant fire was per Volta and Cape Verde in.the coming months, has been. 
stability and deterioration of high as they could be and still length." mary court procedure, rather ordinance disposal team from the type you'd get from an in- Islands--all French.speaking. one of the Strongest provincial 
Stokes said he felt there now than a full.scale trial, be used. Elmendorf Air Force Base cendlary device." supportersof controls. 
,, detonated th~ ancient device The bomb was found about Goyer refused to confirm his " I t  Isquite proper to plan for 
producer returns." be competitive, is even less need to study the Kelly Douglas, parent that was found on a remote eight miles from Akhlok, a special status in an interview, decontrols In advance of Dec. 
Bette . ,,, , .kome.-al-er co~,so, different ypes of serv- company of Super.Value, beach by area residents Sun- communlty of about l00 persons He said his lob Is to help 31; 1978, to allow for orderly 
r . ice than there was in the past. launched a test case on its day. on the west side of t'he island. Jamleson fulfill his mandate as termination of the program. 
Stokessald Inland might have claims that a board regulation But It is B.C.'s view that 
s e r v i c e s  i sed  adjusted industrial rates If a which attempts to control the "Thebomb wasstiil live," he The Coast Guard at Kodiak was external affairs minister and 
p r o m  customer has threatened to import of foreign chickens In said. "lnsplteofltsage, itwas alertedbyvlllageredldentVera there ls no conflict, everything shouldbe done to Inga. But sources saldthat there Is have as full coverage of the 
VANCOUVER'(CP) -- Home- person earning more than $12,. close down completely. Invalid because it Infringes on still a viable bomb." Coast Guard personnel flew In far more to Goyer's new lob program as possible to the end 
maker services will be avail. 000 per year will pay the full The hearin.cls continue, federal jurisdiction. Stiles said Tech Sergeant Monday to investigate the than that--and far more than of the comlng year," Wolfe sald. 
able free or at a reduced cost costs, ar0und $150 a month. The regulation does not George Bartes and Airman reportand the Elmendort eam any minister has ever been  "Part ia l  or premature 
under the provincial govern- Income wlli be determined on We kOSp T~B 011. prohibit Importation, but First' Class .James Mitchell .yes flown tothe site Tuesday. given to overcome the lack of dlsmantllng of the program, or. 
ments new long-term care plan, the basis of income tax returns, ' Stiles said Coast Guard pilots French.language cabinet cape. any steps that would favour 
Health Minister Bob Mc- he said, and patients will be 1oeai olubs requires a board permit. Identified the device as a 250. • A date is to be set for a pound American.made In- who flew in the explosives blllty, prlcelevelsovercompensatlon, 
Clelland allowed to keep any assets they and IBVQII~-|- hearlng before a supreme court' cendlary bomb, designed to experts observed the detonatlon The sources say Turdsau or vice versa, are not ec-; 
told the annual meeting of the may have and still qualify for judge at which lawyers for both cause extreme heat on and "they all said they could see madethe decision to give Goyer coptable." , 
British Co umbla Health Assocl- the subsidy. Terra0¢:_ . . . . . . . . .  sides will present submissions, detonation. It and feel it, half a mile away." his special status so the federal Wolfe also appealed to the' 
atlon Wednesday. McClelland said people who , ' government can deal with the other provinces and the federal 
• In an Interview later, he said require care In an institution ~ l l tw6r i l l~  ....... constant. Peril Quebecols thai. government to practise the 
the services will be free to a will pay $6.50 a day regardless JBur@au "To invite a guest is to take the responsibility of his happiness during his stay under lenge to federal lurlsdlctlon In utmost restralnt In any wage 
single person earning less than of their Income or assets. Chll. your roof." Brillat.$avarir, federal matters and tePQover. Increases to publlc-sector~ 
$8,000 per year, while a single dren will pay $1 a day'. '0all 63-8-8195: seas statements, employees. 
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SMILING WINNER - Mrs. B. Holtom was one of several ucky winners 
of Co-opprizes during the members' annual meeting at the Terrace arena 
banquet room Tuesday. 
NITINA T TRIANGLE 
Rich island forest 
eyed for park use 
L, VICTOR|A' (CP) Neg0tia- 'the 'tree farm 'iicences and Triangle since 1969 when the 
tions with forest companies to 
establish final boundaries for 
Pacific Rim National Park are 
Robblns, an official of 
the British Columbia Forest 
Service, said Tuesday. 
The provincial government 
negotiations involve the so. 
c a I I e d 56,000:acre Nitinat 
T r i a n g I e,  near Vancouver 
Island's southwest coast, for the 
national park. 
The area is southern Van- 
couver Island's last unlogged 
wilderness lake area and has 
been the subject of an eight- 
year baffle between con- 
servationists and MacMillan 
Bloedel and B.C. Forest Prod. 
ucts, which hold tree farm It. 
eences in the area. 
Robblns was unable to say ex- 
.actly how many acres the gov- 
ernment will want taken from 
placed in the park, but it Is not 
expected to be the entire 56,000 
acres. 
Under the federal West Coast 
Park Act, the development of 
Pacific Rim Park is divided 
into three phases. 
The first phase preserving the 
Long Beach area, 125 miles 
northwest of Victoria, and the 
second, setting aside Barkley 
Sound's Broken Island group 
south of Long Beach, have been 
completed. 
SET BOUNDARIES 
The plan was to set the 
boundaries for the third phase, 
the 45.mile West Coast Life- 
saving Trail running along the 
coast from a point 45 miles 
north of Victoria, by 1975. 
Conservationists who had 
been calling for the pre- 
servat ion  of the Nitinat 
Business spotlight 
Free enterpriser 
lusts at Alberta 
VICTORIA (CP) --  Butler 
Construction Ltd. of Victoria 
has built one house in British 
Columbia--its flrst--and al- 
ready Is considering a move to 
Alberta where "the economy 
and free enterprise are more 
vigorous." 
Marion Buller, 23, has an arts 
degree in anthropology, but 
turned to housebuildlng to help 
put her urban land use theories 
into practice while making 
money. She is the only em- 
ployee of her company. 
She said in a recent interview 
she realizes that speculative 
housebulldlng has its ups and 
downs,.but that after only a few 
months In B.CI she saw the 
province headed on a lengthy 
downward spiral. 
MIss Buller said the one 
house she did build, In a resi- 
dential area of the dty, Is still 
on the market and she can't get 
on with her next prolect until 
It's sold. 
" I 'm thinking of going to a 
better construction climate in 
Alberta," she said wh'lle stand. 
Ing In the four.bedroom house 
she has been unable to sell. 
"B.C. Is not a good place for 
free enterprise these days and 
that's what speculative building 
iS.'" 
DISLIKES ATTITUDE 
She also said she Is tired of 
socialism and the worker attl- 
t ide In thi s province. 
"I'd like to be some place 
where a few people are more 
keen on making things move, 
where there is a bit more life in 
business and more opportun- 
ities," she added. 
MIs.s Bullet got into the con- 
struction business by getting a 
job as an insulator on a con- 
struction site. 
After seeking out builder's fi- 
nancing, she, took on her own 
house project, assisted by a 
contractor friend. 
Miss Buller and the friend did 
the roofing, insulation.and fin- 
ish carpentry, assited by two 
young women carpenters, after 
subcontracts were let for foun- 
dat ion ,  framing, drywall, 
plumbing and wiring. 
The house was built, for the 
most part, between August and 
December last year and has sat 
vacant on its paved, new cul.de- 
sac since then. Like so many. 
other empty houses built on 
speculation, the price has 
dropped. 
Although it Is a standard de- 
sign, the house incorporates a 
number of features specified by 
Miss Bullet: walk-in pantry; 
nine.foot closets; a small, heat. 
saving front hall; neutral wall- 
to-wall carpet and kitchen.bath 
colors; built-in dishwasher and 
garbage disposer. 
She said the most difficult as- 
pect of building the house was 
not the physical part, but get- 
ting financial backing through 
the mortgage industry. 
It wasn't that she was a 
woman, Miss Bullet sald' but 
that she was only 23 and had no 
assets or experience. 
federal act was passed, have 
pressed for inclusion of the 
triangle in the third phase of 
the development, an idea which 
wasn't In the origlnal plan. 
Ray WIIIIston, Social Credit 
resources minister in 1972, with. 
drew logging rights in the Nitl- 
• ~pt, area until the controversy 
had been settled. 
DtJring publlc hearings In 1971 
and ]972, a petition signed by 
10,000 people favoring pre- 
servation of  the triangle was 
presented to  the government 
with a proposal for a 56,000.acre 
addition to the park. 
That proposal was pared 
down to 13,400 acres by .the 
Sierra Club but the forest com- 
panies insisted on logging the 
area. Under the Forest Act, the 
'amount needed for Inclusion of 
the triangle would require the 
consent of the tree farm II- 
cencees. 
DESIGNATION CHANGED 
The area was designated' "for 
park use in !926 but later gov- 
ernments d.ecided the land 
would be better used for its re- 
sources than recreation. 
Lloyd Brooks, deputy 
minister 
of recreation and conservation, 
announced in 1971 that the pro- 
v I n c i a I government, which 
negotiates land purchases for 
:Parks Canada, would resurvey 
the Nttinat riangle situation. 
Bobbins said in an interview 
Tuesday the government has 
conducted a detailed review of 
the tree farm licences and Is 
close to presenting firm bound- 
ary proposals to the forest com- 
panies. 
it now must be determined 
how much, if any, timber 
should be taken from the area, 
if the government should buy 
certain portions of the Ilcences, 
or if a swap for other timber 
rights could be arranged, he 
said. 
The logging firms and both 
governments are having diffl. 
culty placing a monetary value 
on the triangle area, Robblns 
said. 
Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of British Columbia 
Members of the Institute in B.C. 
provide the following services: 
AUDITING AND ACCOUNTING 
INCOME TAX CONSULTING 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 
ESTATE PLANNING 
For a chartered accountant 
in your area. consult the • 
"Yellow Pages" of your 
phone book 
Youths c brutality 
Vancouver. 
Smith said he has ordered an 
investigation of the distur. 
bence, 
during which 12 youths were ar. 
rested and charged with unlaw- 
ful assembly, assaulting a po- 
lice officer and obstructing a 
police officer. 
Laurie Madden, 17, of South 
Delta,, ~ ,  said in an interview 
Tuesday that bruises on her 
face were caused by a blow 
from a police riot stick. She and 
Pat Harper, 18, also of South 
Delta, organized adelegation of 
60.youths that visited city coun- 
cil Monday. 
The group was turned away 
and a special meeting with 
Mayor Tom Toode was set for 
tonight. 
YOUTHS BITTEN 
At least 15 youths'were bitten 
by police dogs or beaten se- 
verely with riot sticks, MiSs 
Madden said, and police at. 
tacked without warning •the 
youths they constituted an ille- 
gal assembly. 
She' said no bottle or rocks 
DELTA, B.C. (CP) -- A 
group of Tsawwassen teen. 
agars, involved in a incident 
last weekend in which police 
moved in with dogs and riot 
sticks to break-up a large 
party, showed bruises and bite. 
marks Tuesday'to back up their 
claim that po l ice  over. 
reacted. 
Mary Smith, Delta municipal 
police chief, said members of 
his force and the RCMP were 
called in to break-up a noisy 
party of 200 youths at the Tsaw. 
wassen ferry causeway south of 
Berton urges civil protest 
against land legislation 
EDMONTON (CP) - Author 
Pierre Berton urged 300 people 
Tuesday night to picket, march 
and protest against the Alberta 
government's Bill 29. 
Speaking as a director of the 
Canadian Civil Liberties 
Association, Berton attacked 
the bill which would make it 
Illegal to file a caveat statement 
of interest on untitled Crown 
land. 
He said he was shocked that 
the blll had been Introduced in 
the middle of a court case to 
determine the legality of a 
caveat filed by the native people 
of the isolated communities of 
northern Alberta. 
"The government says it Is 
'tidying up the law'." Berton 
said. "Take that phrase• and 
fling it back In their faces. Make 
them regret they ever said it ." 
Virtually every speaker at the 
2~/a-hour meeting criticized 
Premier Peter Lougheed's 
Progressive Conservat ive 
government for introducing 
"retroact ive legislation" to 
close a loophole which would 
have allowed Alberta Indians to 
file a caveat on. much of nor- 
thern Alberta - -  33,000 square 
miles, including the area 
centainlng the Athabasca oil 
sands. 
'REMOVES RIGHTS '• 
William Beaver, president of 
the Isolated communities ad- 
visory board in Slave Lake, told 
the meeting that Bill 29, if 
passed, "could remove even the 
right to f ight  for econornic 
equality.'" 
His peoples' rights have 
"simply been washed away" by 
Bill 29, he said, adding: "We are 
tired of being moved around 
like chess pieces." 
L i i 
239 City Centre, Kitimat 
632.2244 
TD e 
clt uing 
OO0 
QUESTION: Why did TI)inlroduce 
No.Charge Chequing? 
ANSWER: We're Irying to gel your 
business, 
QUESTION: What does N..Charge 
Chequing offer? 
ANSWER: During PCA statement periods 
in which a customer's minimum balance 
is $200 or more, TD cancels the normal 
16¢ charge per cheque. 
QUESTION: Why is there a minimum 
balance? 
ANSWER: TD inves|s lhe $200 to help 
offset the expen'~e of processing the 
customer's cheques. 
QUESTION: Who is benefiting from 
No.Charge Chequing? 
ANSWER: 
(1) Our recmds show Ihat many of our PCA 
customers always keep a $200 balance, 
(2) Some TD customers n6w plan ahead and 
keep an extra S200 in Iheir account when 
Ihey intend Io ~ite a Iol of cheques. 
(3) Some customers occasionally build up 
to a $200 minimum'by chance.' 
They can all be,efit from No-Charge 
Cheq.ing, 
were thrown at police or pass. 
ing vehicles. 
"i 'm still not satisfied that 
the dogs should have been 
used," said Jean Bracey of 
South Delta, whose son Rick, 
18, received bites to his arms 
and legs in the melee. 
Mrs. Sracey and her husband 
Colin visited the scene of the 
disturbance three hours after it 
was over, and could find little 
evidence that beer bottles or 
rocks had been thrown on the 
road. 
Rick Bracey said he was hit 
in the stomach by a policeman 
wielding a riot stick and bitten 
on the arm and leg by a police 
dog. He said he did not hear the 
warning to disperse and did not 
see any flying bottles or rocks. 
/ 
4 
Tony Pole, whose son Bob, 21, 
had his pants torn by a police 
dog, said he is considering legal , 
action against he police depart. 
ment and the municipality for 
the injuries his son sustained. 
Smith, who said his depart- 
ment will not be represented6 
tonight's meeting, said poll~ 
were called when Pacl10c St&' 
Line buses would not pass 
the ferry terminal because of 
barrage of rocks and bottles. 
He said riot sticks were om'~ 
used to push the crowd after 13o. 
lice warned four times that thf 
group was an illegal assembly; 
A few ringleaders decided to 
confront he police, he said, and 
the police had to act "then and 
there" under a barrage of rocks 
and bottles. 
QUESTION: Would it be more profitable to 
keep the $200 in a Premium Savings 
Account? 
ANSWER: If you write more than 7 cheques 
during a statement period, we can show you 
thai NQ.Charge Chequing is a better deal: 
QUESTION: Isn't No-Charge Chequin9 
really just 'a little extra' to make TD more 
competitive? 
ANSWER: Yes. We want you.to be a TD 
customer. 
QUESTION: So it's not a big deal? 
ANSWER: No. But it's a good deal. You 
should look into it. 
t 
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The oceans 
have limits 
At  Stockholm, Caracas, and Geneva, 
representatives of 4he world's 130 countries have 
sat down to duscuss the future of the Seven Seas. 
Between these Law of the Sea conferences, 
countless debates have been undertaken by 
scientiest, politicians, technocrats, and 
economists as a blueprint for tomorrow's at- 
titudes to the oceans is delineated. 
Much of the debate has centred upon 
utilization of the oceans as a seemingly boun- 
dless resource: an infinite storehouse of wealth 
for mankind - for sishlng, oil drilling, tran- 
• sportation, or development of those mineral 
packed nodules that supposedly contain wealth 
beyond our wildest Imaginations. 
But While agreements may soon be reached on 
questions of'territorial sovereignty, shipping, 
and fishing, precious Iiffle is expected in terms of 
meaningful regulation of ocean polluters. 
Oil tankers are being built even larger. Each 
day, more and more e chemicals from industrial, 
urban, or agricultural areas are being pumped 
!nto the oceans. 
Untreated effluent still makes its way into the 
seas, even from such older and belier-developed 
cities as Paris and Montreal. 
We still cling to the medieval conception of the 
ocean as an endless, bottomless pit. But each 
year, it becomes less and less the greater creater 
and recycler of life and more and more just one 
large, global cesspool. 
Under its surface we have dumped human 
• waste, industrial waste, nuclear waste. On the 
surface there is a film of crude oil and petroleum 
products. 
.# The spectacular spills from the giant tankers 
are small in comparison to the casual discharge 
of crude oil sludge from routine tank cleaning. 
Thor Heyerdahl, who has twice crossed oceans 
in primitive crafts, says that on his latest ex. 
pedition, he was never out of sight of signs of the 
waste and ignorance of mankind, all floating on 
the surface of the once crystal.clear waters: 
• pieces of plastic, slicks of oil, old boffles and 
containers. 
We are fooltng ourselves if we believe that this 
planet can survive the death of its oceans, the 71 
percent of its surface. Marine life, scientists tell 
us, is concentrated in only about four percent of 
the ocean's total body of water. The remaining 
96 percent is a desert in terms of producing and 
sustaining life. 
The overwhelming majority of that marine life 
Is located above the continental shelves next to 
:~ land, the areas of water in which the urban waste 
and rural discharges ultimately end up. The 
chemicals from Port Moody refineries, the 
discharge from Vancouver mills, and the fer- 
tllizers from Fraser Valley farmland all make 
their way into the Strait of Georgia. THe waters 
cannot descriminate in what they accept from 
man. 
But because these new chemicals and products 
are arranged in manners which are not 
recyclable, which cannot be broken down and 
reintroduced int~ nature through the ocean's 
regeneration processes, thy merely pollute, 
depriving marine life of its own sustenants. 
This is the harsh message that Heyerdahl 
brough back from his ocean voyages: 
"No breathing species could live on this planet 
until the surface layer of the ocean was filled 
With phytoplankton, as our planet in the 
beginning was only surrounded by sterile gases. 
These minute plant species manufactured so 
much oxygen that Jt rose above the surface to 
• help form the atmosphere we have today. 
"All life on earth depended upon this marine 
plankton for its evolution and continued sub- 
sistence. Today, more than ever before, 
mankind depends on the welfare of the marine 
plankton for his future survival as a species. 
"With the population explosion we need to 
harvest even more protein from the sea. Without 
plankton there will be no fish. 
"With our rapid expansion of urban and in. 
dustrial areas and continuous disappearance of 
jungle and forest, we shall be even more 
dependent on the plankton for the very air we 
breathe. Neither man nor any other terreslial 
beast could have bred had plankton not preceded 
them. 
"Take away this indispensable life in the 
shallow surface areas of the sea, and life ashore 
will be unfit for coming generations. 
'A  dead ocean r'neans a dead planet." 
We have been served notice. 
. . .  - - - -  
Interpreting the news 
Noatural gas hikes addS1.3 billion to bill 
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Canada seeks special status un- 
der U.S. tax laws onnconvention 
expenses, U.S. interests are ex- 
pressing increasing an- 
noyance 
over what they regard as dis- 
criminatory Canadian ac- 
tion 
against them. 
The U.S. complaints basically 
centre on two Canadian pol- 
icies: not allowing Canadian 
firms to.get tax deductions for 
advertising on U.S. border tele- 
vision stations and charging 
more for oil and gas shipped to 
the United States than for do- 
mestic use. 
Although both issues are still 
overshadowed by good U.S.- 
Canada relations, their serious- 
ness has grown with two recent 
developments. 
The first was when U.S. Com- 
merce Secretary Juanita Kreps 
drawn" between the border 
television and convention ax is- 
sues. 
Canada has been seeking an 
exemption from new U.S. tax 
laws that in effect discourage 
U.S. organizations from holding 
conventions outside the United 
States. 
Although many congressmen 
have urged that the United 
States not give Canada the re- 
quested exemption from those 
tax laws until Canada abolishs 
its tax laws affecting border 
televisio 
stations, cthe Kreps 
leffer was the first sign that the 
administration is relating the is. 
sues. 
The second significant devel- 
opment concern reports of a 
possible large increase by the 
Canadian government in the 
price of natural gas sold to the 
cats says the price will go up to 
S2.25 a thousand cubic feet from 
$1.94 and would cost the United 
States "a staggering S300 mil- 
lion', on top of $1,3 billion in in. 
creases during the last two 
years. 
A U.S. government source 
could not confirm the amount of 
the planned increase but in. 
dicated that it is expected to 
heighten U.S. concern. 
He said the United States h~as 
been more worried about the 
principle of separate domestic 
export prices for Canadian re. 
sources than about actual past 
prices: " i t  has been of signifi. 
cant concern for some t ime. . .  
We feel that it isn't quite 
cricket." 
He was careful to put the is. 
sue in perspective and add that ' 
the price aspect of energy sup- 
plies is to some extent balanced 
Roam at home 
tricity during last winter's U.S, 
energy shortage. 
"We have made our views 
known to Canada in many ways 
and at many times but it hasn't 
been a major issue . . . .  We 
have actually been very, very 
thankful for the extra supplies 
that they gave, us during this 
past difficult winter. It was a 
very fine gesture." 
Another large price increase, 
hcwever, will be felt by con. 
gressmen from areas which 
need Canadian gas. And many 
of those congressmen are also 
involved in the border television 
and convention tax issues. 
ADOPTS MOTION 
In its handling of recent tax 
legislation, the Senate adopted 
a resolution from Daniel Moyni. 
hen (Dem. N.Y.) urging the 
president to negotiate a settle. 
ment of the television issw,. 
:::: 
Tourists watch moving of aluminum slabs at Alcan. (B.C. Government photo.) 
II tours Kitimat mi 
The famous Yellowhead section on the corn- 
route, stretching from Win. munity of Kitimat itself. 
inlpeg to Prince Rupert, A bus tour of significant 
icarves through a great range parts of the smelter follows. 
:of terr i tory in British The bus visits one of 151 
iColumbia alone. From the operating potrooms, where 
!central interior plains to the electrolysis turns aluminum 
coastal mountains further oxide (alumina) intoi 
west, there are abandoned aluminum; the wharf where 
mines end ghost towns, early deep-sea ore carriers and 
outposts of the Hudson's Bay freighters tip up; and one of 
Company, and evidence of the two casting areas, where 
rich Northwest Indian molten aluminum is formedi 
i heritage, into ingots• Total time for the 
! There is however, another tour is about an hour 
;face to the rough, remote ' Summer tours run through 
image northern British June, July and August. From 
Columbia likes to display -- the Monday through Friday, there 
face of modern industry, large are two tours .. 12:30 pm and 2 
and small, which pegs the pm. No special arrangements 
base of the region's are needed by anyone with the 
prosperity: forestry, mining, exception of commercial! 
farming and coastal com. tours. . 
mercialflshing. Anumberof The smelter is not, el 
companles.engaged in these course, Kitimat's only at. 
interests open their doors to traction. The thriving, 
increase public understanding modern home of two maiorl 
of the work they do. One is industries (the other Is 
Alcan Smelters and Eurocan Pulp and Paper) has 
Chemicals in Kitlmat. a large indoor mall, 
Although Kltimat Is about40 restaurants and .services that 
miles (6S kilometres) south of cater to Kit imat's 30 
the Yellowhead route running nationalities. Its' compact 
through Terrace, it has long museum would be the pride of 
been a popular stop. In mid. communities far larger than 
April  1976, Alcan welcomed its Kitlmat. Among thei 
numerous displays, the i
il00,0O0th recorded visitor Loading aluminum ingcts for export at Kitimat, museum contains artifacts: 
since public tours began in (B.C. Government photo) from native people in the! 
: 1961, 
, wharf to deliver' raw "K l t imat  Today" showing region, rotating displays of art' A.can s smelter in Kitimat . : 
; ~ th== nnlv ~ Hm nHm grn~ h=r materials from around the construction of the Kitimat- supplies by galleries and: 
...__..___ ______ , , , _ , _  , : i n  Cnnnd;~ ntJt~Id (3.r= ~r n d world ,or to carry finished Kemano project 25 years ago museums in Canada s major 
:::iindeed--is-stil'(eone- of ~he Ingotstoexotlc.sounding ports and some of the engineering ~:itles and not least of alhi.:i 
::::n . . . . .  * ,,,, ~ho ,,=,,v= =,,o,~, on every continent, challenges that were faced; Informatioa on parks and:::: 
:i!!w'eel~at'lea's't'onesh'ip st'ea~ms Alcan summer tours begin an explanation of the hiking trails in the mountainsi~ii 
i:~:uo Douglas Channe to Alcan's with a 20.minute colour film a uminum reduction process: surround ng Kitlmat. ~i:~ 
q. :  - , , . .  
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Terrace l ibrary 
Books to help the consumer 
The consumer's best 
protection In the vast 
marketplace Is Information. 
Much of this information is 
available to you through books 
and pamphlets in the collection 
of the Terrace Ilbrary. For the 
car buyer, Consumer's Guide 
Complete Guide to Used Cars 
(R640.73~, or Lemon-Aid 
(640,73) by Phil Edmonston give 
a lot of Imormation. The Con- 
sumer's Handbook-. 99 Com. 
inertial Rip.oils and How to 
Spot Them (640.73) is designed 
to help the consumer avoid 
dishonest selling. Consumer 
Law in Canada (346.07) 
discusses the law as it applies to 
consumers and possible 
resolutions to consumers' 
problems. Credit Law and 
Bankruptcy Handbook (346.07) 
is a guide to the pitfalls of credit 
and to resolving personal 
financial difficulty. Consumer 
Reports Buying Guide (640.73) 
can help you make informed 
consumer decisions. 100 Ways 
to Save Energy and Money in 
the Home gives consumers 
erlergy tips on how it can be 
conserved. A useful pamphlet 
for parents is Good Toys, an 
analysis of 500 toys tested and 
appro.ved by the Canadian Toy 
Testing Council. 
Other sources of information 
for the consumer are The 
Canadian Consumer Magazine 
published by the Consumer's 
Association of Canada which 
covers products sold in Canada. 
Consumer Reports is the 
monthly magazine published by 
the Consumers' Union of the 
United States to provide in. 
formation and counsel on 
consumer goods. 
Some useful addresses for the 
consumer :  Consumers '  
Association of Canada (B.C.), 
Room 103, 163 W. Hastings St., 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone 682. 
3535; Dept. of Consumer & 
Corporate Affairs, Box 99, 
Ottawa, Ont.; British Columbia 
Dept. of Consumer Services, 038 
Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. VSW 
1H8i Office of the Rentalsman, 
525 Seymour Street, 4th Floor, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2H2, 
Goldwater (Rep. Ariz.) to ex. 
erupt Canada, Mexico and the 
Caribbean from convention tax 
laws. 
During debate, Warren Mag- 
nuson (Dam. Wash.) tabled the 
Kraps letter summarizing pad 
of the commerce secretary's 
March 29 talk with Canadian 
Trade Minister Jean Chretlen. 
"In our response we indicated 
that while we like to accom. 
modate Canadian in. 
terests 
where possible, we felt that an 
anaology could be drawn be- 
tween our tax treatment of for. 
eign convention expenses and 
the tax provisions of Canada's 
bill C-58 relative to broad: 
casting. 
"Further, we added that the 
analogy was reinforced by our 
belief that congressional 
leaders 
cases aware of American 
broadcasters '  d i f f icu l t ies  
result- 
ing from the Canadian tax 
law." 
Although the U.S. official said 
Kreps was "not necessarily 
linking" the fax issues in the 
sense that concession on con. 
ventions would be impossible 
without a Canadian concession 
on television ads, he agreed 
that "an anaology can certainly 
be drawn." 
Canadian diplomats may thus 
have an extremely difficult 
time pleading for exemption 
from U.S. tax laws at the same 
time as they insist that Can. 
ada's televlsion-ad policy is a 
non.negotiable Internal matter 
and Canada has the right to ex. 
port resources at higher prices 
than Its citizens pay. 
LANGUAGE TEST 
Ain't this how 
English is spoke 
VANCOUVER CP - About 
25,000 Grade 12 students sat 
down around the province 
Tuesday to write a new 
language test that Education 
Minister Pat McGeer says 
should help post-secondary 
institutions sort out students' 
knowledge of English. 
The 2V2-hour test, designed by 
the Education Research In- 
stitute of British Columbia, 
consisted of two parts: 40 
sentences, some of which 
contained usage errors that 
students were asked to locate; 
and an essay to test writing 
ability. 
"The test is not geared for 
grades, but only to pick out 
those who need extra help in 
English," said test project 
director Lloyd MacDonald. 
"It was also to select those 
who speak English as a second 
languageand those who speak it 
as their native tongue." 
The test is compulsory for 
anyone seeking admission to 
any post-secondary institutions 
in B.C., except North Island and 
NOrthwest Colleges. 
MacDonald said 275 markers 
in Vancouver, Victoria, 
Kamloops and Castlegar will 
evaluate the tests. He hopes k 
get marks in the mall by Max 
23. 
The test's contents wer~ 
arrived at after about 90( 
Vancouver-area high school 
students wrote a longer, more 
diff icult pilot test lasl 
December. 
But, he added, many student: 
made usage errors that hq 
thought were less common 
such as " i rregardless,"  o~ 
misuse of "fewer" and "less.' 
The test used Tuesday we: 
much different from the five 
part, 21/a.hour university en- 
trance exam written by 
students 20 years ago, 
In those days students had to 
complete examinations on 
spelling, punctuation, word 
usage, paragraph building and 
essay-writing. 
Following is a sample of the 
sentences in which students 
were asked to find errors, if 
any, Tuesday: 
"When you return the rented 
piece of equipment, you will get 
your deposit back if you haven't 
broke anything. 
Report from Ottawa 
• • • 
200-m,le I,m,t 
termed success 
by lena Campagnolo 
Despite recent reports of 
American-Soviet 
disagreement over the U.S. 
200 mile fishing limit, our 
new expanded Canadian 
boundaries eem to be well 
accepted by nations who fish 
off our coast. 
Our Department of 
Defense and Department of 
Fisheries and Environment 
patrols have been active on 
both the east and west 
coasts, ensuring that 
regulations are followed. On 
the west coast, DFE vessels 
have spent a total of 156 sea 
days on •patrol, since the 
limit announcement, while 
DND sea patrols have spent 
17 days at sea. Argus and 
Tracker aircraft have spent 
over 300 hours on patrol and 
overall, 20 boats of foreign 
origin have been inspected. 
SPORT DEMO COMING TO 
SKEENA 
A federal government 
sport demonstration project 
will soon visit Sandspit, 
Queen Charlotte City, 
Masset, Kit imat. and 
Smithers. 
' The project is a demon- 
stration and participation 
• program of the Fitness and 
Amateur Sport Branch, 
which I administer and will 
travel through Skeena 
between May 8 and June 4. 
Members of local sport 
clubs, coaches and atldetes 
are invited to demonstrate 
their ability and test their 
skills with the project. They 
can use equipment such as a 
plastic skating surface, an 
automatic pitching machine 
and view some 20 other 
exhibits. Some of you may 
even be able to ski on the 
artificial snow. Overall, the 
project is meant to promote 
sport involvement through 
facilities which exist in your 
own community and I am 
very pleased that it will 
travel extensively in our 
area this spring. 
YOUNG OFFENDERS 
In other areas, legislative 
changes are ~nding for 
Young persons wllo .commit 
ottences under the Criminal 
Code. The Solicitor General 
is expected to propose a 
Young Offenders Act which 
will be based on the prin- 
ciple that young persons are 
responsible for . their 
criminal acts. The 
minimum age of criminal 
responsibility would be set 
at age 12 and the maximum 
age, at under 18 years. 
This legislaUon is in the 
"proposed" stage,'but has 
been brought forward after 
considerable consultation 
with the provinces. 
The new proposals will 
recognize that the rights of 
young Offenders are no less 
than those of adults, in- 
cluding the right to retain 
and instruct a lawyer. 
Special safeguards would be 
provided to ensure that the 
rights of the young persons 
are protected. 
If you have comments or 
questions on these or any 
other issues, I would 
welcome your letters. 
'Please write to me care of 
House of Commons, Ottawa 
KIA 0X2. 
Voice of 
the readers, 
Dear Sir: 
I lust received the first edition 
of the "Dally" Herald delivered 
free to my home. 
Having had to put up with 
Vancouver and other outside 
• dallies for the past years, I was 
delighted to see that we now 
have a dally newspaper of our 
own, covering local, national 
and International issues as well 
as entertainment and sports. 
I will now look forward to 
receiving the Herald on a 
regular basis and you can be 
sure that I will send my "two 
cents worth" Into your Letters 
to the Editor column every so' 
often. 
It's about time we stood up for 
'the Skeena area. I'm glad to see 
that the Herald Is leading the 
way. 
R. King 
Terrace 
.",.~ :,::;::i'./ % .;:.~:.!;ii . . . . . .  ' : = ' ' ~:;~': ":: 
CO-OP BOARD- New directors to the Co-op board are Kaueski (2rid Vine-president), Eth~ ~ackson 
(back, left to right) Bill Keenlyside (vice-president),. .(director), Sand Sandhals (president), Lorrairme 
Gordon Watmough (director), Len Kozier (director); McLarty (secretary), and Dan Quilty (d:,.ector). 
(from, left to right) Satwant Singh (director), Paul 
STEEL WORKERS, TOLD 
Labor must beware 
of g le consuItin ro 
WINNIPEG - -  B;ut Lynn Williams, head vo luntary  res t ra in ts  
Canadian the steelworkers' Ontario dis- "because 
labor leaders must guard 
against belng co.opted by bust- 
hess and government when they 
participate in three.way eco- 
nomic meetings, delegates to 
the United Steelworkers of 
America policy convention said 
Wednesday. 
A policy statement endorsed 
by the convention said labor 
might be offered a consultative 
role in the framing of new ec0- 
nomic polJc~ and "in one sense 
this development is long over- 
due." 
"At  the same time, we must 
trict and a member of the Ca. 
nadian Labor Congress (CLC) 
executive, said he did not inter. 
pret the policy statement as a 
directive to the CLC to stop 
consultations with the govern- 
ment. 
Williams said the labor move- 
ment wants nothing to do with 
current federal economic pal- 
icy--it wants to be in on the for- 
mation of new policy. 
For instancb, Williams said, 
the CLC wants immediate re- 
moval of the anti-inflation pro- 
gram of selective wage and 
recognize that the government price controls "but there isn't 
is now committed to a long-• going to be a y agreement on 
term strategy which, in labor's voluntary restraint" in ex. 
view, Is morally indefensible .h . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ,~v . . . . .  ~.,-^~,*... 
• , •1  ; ,  , ,  } ,  . ' f~ , l l ( ; ] !  ,~ ,T  l~ , J /  ' l~ l~ l / l  T /~; l l l t J vu l  t~ ' !  / I IG  
andeconomlcally unsound, the , conh;ols:'b'checJulecJ t~ k~ unt'll 
steelworkers said. the end'of 1978. 
"Labor therefore cannot en- 
gage in consdltaflons about how 
such a strategy may be carried 
out and labor cannot be saris- 
fled with less than a Complete 
reversal of the strategy itself." 
Delegate Ben DesRoche from 
Hamilton, Ont., said he was op- 
posed to three-way economic 
consultation because "the gov- 
ernment isagalnst us, the man- 
agement is against us and we 
cannot win." 
DISAGREE ON MEANING 
After the policy statement 
"was approved, there was some 
disagreement over its 
meaning. 
Don Taylor, head of the eco- 
nomic policy commiffee, said 
the statement was meant as a 
warning to the labor leaders. 
"They may have one Idea 
about what they want to do and 
government may have an idea 
that is quite different--in fact I 
think they have." said Tay lo r .  
F inance  Min i s te r  
Donald 
Macdonald says the govern- 
ment 
cannot lift the program, im- 
loosed in October, 1975, unless 
there ape guarantees that bor 
and business demands will not 
prompt a fresh surge of .In. 
flatten. 
CLC president Joe Morris 
said in an interview the labor 
movement's immediate goal is 
'fro get out of wage controls and 
Ihat will remain the focal point 
of any discussions that we have 
with the government." 
Last month, labor, govern- 
ment and business leaders held 
their first three.way economic 
meeting 1o discuss the controls 
program. The date for a second 
meeting has not yet been set. 
Morris said both labor and 
big business representatives 
take the position that there is' 
no need for a commitment ~o 
SECRETARY 
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. . . . . . . .  I 
there is already a built-in re- 
straint in the economy and the 
longer they keep controls on, 
the much me e of a drag it be- 
comes on the economy." 
When asked to comment on 
some delegates' fears that the 
CLC is selling out the labor 
movement's interests by con- 
sulting with business and gov- 
ernment, Morris said '&there is 
obviously some education work 
to be done here." 
The economy is in a mess and 
if there are to be long-term im- 
provements, "we have to put 
something in place that will 
provide for a 'continuing dia- 
logue between business, govern- 
ment and labor." 
. '"STATE OF CRISIS" 
The steelworkers' statement 
said the economy is in a "state 
of prolonged crisis . . .  and 
both unemployment and in- 
flation, have taken on more 
frightening dimensions because 
of federal and provincial gov- 
ernment policies that have 
failed to get at the causes of 
economic diseases." 
Recent price increases "have 
made it clearer than ever that 
the gove nment and the anti. 
in- 
flation board are content to con- 
trol wages and are unable or 
unwilling" to hold the ine on 
prices," said the union, which 
has 197,000 Canadian mere- 
bers. 
"On the basis of anti-inflation 
board statistics, we estimate 
that rollbacks Of wage and 
.salary increases added up to at 
least S340 million by mid.Febru. 
ary and total losses in pay and 
fringe benefitu may reach the 
billion.dollar mark before t4e 
end of the anti-inflation pro. 
gram." 
By comparison, profit reduc- 
tions "have been insignificant-- 
the A I B reported last December 
that 169 f,:ms had been 
eh'q7ess revenues to.,'.;~im# 
$15 mill ion." 
The steelworkers called for 
major economic reform, start. 
ing with removal of the federal 
controls progra. 
There should be substantial 
cuts in personal income tax for'  
persons in the low and middle 
income range and a removal of 
spending ceilings on social pro- 
grams. 
The steelworkers also called 
for a prices review board to 
measure and inform the public ' 
about price behavior in basic 
industries. 
Mother will truly appreciate a beaut=iful !10ral 
• , arranffe;; i;ll;g0 ;.;:maen; ' roses• 
! i1 
IGRACEFELL FLORIST 
4603 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C 
JAMES BAY 
Land claims pact 
ok'ed ,by Commons 
Ottawa )cp) - -  A govern- 
men! bill giving federal ap- 
proval to a land claims agree- 
s it'ween the Quebec gov- 
ernment and Crees and Inuit of 
northern Quebec was given fi- 
nal re~ding Wednesday in the 
Commons4 ,. 
But voting on the bill, re- 
ferred to as a modern.day 
treaty, was delayed more than 
an hour until the government 
could round up enough of its 
upporters to outvote the com- 
bined forces of Progressive 
Conservatives, New Democrats 
and Social Credit MPs. 
The final vote was 102 to 93. 
a Before the vote was 
taken, 
Bob Holmes, Conservative In- 
dian affairs spokesman, warned 
that Ottawa might have to pro- 
tect the Cree and Inuit from 
proposed QTezec language laws 
making French the primary 
language in education. 
He said the James Bay pact 
would allow young Cree and In- 
uit to be taught in their native 
tongues as well as French. 
Holmes warned that thd'Que- 
bec government may erode this 
part of the agreement u~less 
Ottawa is vigilant. 
The James Bay bill gives 6,- 
500 Cree and 4,200 Inuit about 
S225 million over two years, 
along •with ship of smal l  
parcels of land for their com. 
munitiesandexcluslve s eg rd 
ss el over 
larger tracts of land. 
MUST SURRENDER TITLE 
In return, the natives must 
surrender thelr aberiginal'tltle 
to northern' Quebec, a 410,000 
square.mile area that con. 
stitutes about 60 per cent of the 
province's land area. They also 
might end their legal battle 
against the James Bay hydroe. 
lectric project. 
Earlier, the government de. 
teated by a vote of 106 to 95 an 
amendment  proposed by 
Holmes that would have pro. 
tected the land claims of na- 
tives not Included in the James 
Bay agreement. 
Those claims are ex. 
tinguished 
by the agreement but the Que. 
bec government has said It will 
negot ia te  separate  
agreements. 
• Wally ' Firth. (NOP- -  
Northwest 
Territories] said his party 
"would not like to be blamed by 
history for having supported 
such bad legislation." 
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Our message service keeps you informed - -  Our / 
information service keeps you informed / 
Cal l  638-817$ 
Terrace__ Answering Bureau 
i 
. 
Don't forget Sunday (May 8) h" Mr, ther's 
Day. Come in and see our selection o! gifts 
for mothers of any age. We have terrar;ums, 
hanging plants, macrame hancers, cut 
flowers and a large assortment of bra~s, 
copper or crystal containers and much 
more. Flowers by wire? There's shli time. 
CENTRAL FLOWERS 
"hone l! 
;: 635-5920 
3237   l°::i terraee ' I! 
Orlean's Fashions 
4650 Lake ise  Avenue 
Terraee; -B.C.  
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Step ...with the Kinette Club of *Terrace 
Photos 
from 
the 
benefit 
fashion 
" show, 
May 2 ...by Brian Gregg 
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It isn't spring 
until you've seen 
the fashions 
at Elegance 
Elegance Fashions Ltd. I 
3288 KNum St., Terrace 635-3666 ~ 
:~. ~:. ii' ~ 
~i=iii. !!i = ,
RuthSanderson and Dan Fallwell 
(left) walk down the aisle In modern 
wedding attire, just a dreamfor.the 
future for young Richard and Louise 
Jones (below). 
======================================= 
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's Shop 
azelle Ave. 
Lee, B.C. I 
: ]~, 
• / • J
~ill : ' : i  
A smart shop with a complete stock 
I I I r2 . -  - .~ , -~_  
Casual clothes for puttering around the house 
...modelled by Marg Laursen 
Christie Veitch (left) and Louise Jones 
sample the latest in children's clothing 
ARMORED CARS 
Special legislation 
sought by company 
QUEBEC (CP) -- Opposition 
members of the national assem- 
bly warned Wednesday that a 
request by a small Quebec City- 
based armored.car firm for spe- 
cial legislation on its behalf 
would create a dangerous legal 
precedent. 
Harry Blank (L--St~. Louis) 
said passage of the private 
member's bill would open the 
door to any disgruntled busi- 
nessman who was refused a 
permit by a government board 
to ask for special legislation to 
get his way. 
The warnings came during 
hearings of the national assem- 
b I y ' s transport com- 
miflee 
studying a private bill which 
would extend the permit of Al- 
liance Securlte BIInde (Division 
Quebec) Ltee, a small armored- 
car firm. 
The eight.year.old firm is re- 
. questing special,legislation, to~ 
permit it to transport valuables 
throughout he province in di- 
rect competition with Brink's 
Canada Ltd. and Wells Fargo 
Armoured Express Ltd. 
The bill would go above the 
heads of the Quebec transport 
commission, which until now 
has limited Alliance to a permit 
allowing it to transport money 
for the provincial autoroute au- 
thority and caisses populaires 
outside the Montreal.region. 
Raymond Mailleux (L--Char- 
levoix) said the bill would place 
the commission under a type of 
trusteeship and destroy its cred. 
ibillty. 
'CREATE PRECEDENT 
Armand Russell [UN--Brome 
Missisquoi) said it would create 
a precedent which could be "ex- 
cessively dangerous." 
Faced with these arguments,. 
Transport Minister Luclen Lea- 
sard said he would try to find a 
solution to the firm's particular 
problems without the need to 
pass a special bill. 
Irving Gaul, lawyer for Al- 
liance, said the firm's limited 
permit made It Impossible for It 
to sur.vive in competition with 
Brink's and Wells Fargo, both 
subsidiaries of large U.S. firms. 
He termed it "unacceptable 
and uniust" that a Quebec- 
owned firm be denied access to 
a market don,lnated by foreign- 
ers. 
Big Fashions 
for Little People 
Bee's Children's IVear Ltd. 
4444 Lakelse '  ' 635-2425 
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SOUTH PACIFIC 
People flock to island 
for cancer treatment 
AUCkLAND, N.Z. (CP)--AI- CLAIMED CURES On Brych's behalf It was 
most the last unspoiled South Later he transferred to the stated that the Czech evidence 
Sea Island paradise Is the un. radio-therapy unit at the hospi, had been falsified. 
|lkely retting for a controversial tel and claimed cures of "hope. Nevertheless, counsel for 
new cancer treatment centre, less" patients. But the hospital Brych said that his client had 
Patients are flocking there In board was showing concern decided it was not worth while 
spite of bitter charges by crit- over lack of information on de. incurring further expense in 
Ics. tails of the treatment, continuing his fight for recegn!- 
It has been established In the Two board surgeons reported tlon in New Zealand, since he 
Cook Islands, a trol~ical group that his results were no better now was resident in the Cook 
in the Pacific about 1,500 miles than had been achieved else. Islands and treatlng his patients 
north of New Zealand. The where, there• 
Polynesian Inhabitants are self. Brych, however, said In Inter- WITH DREW APPEAL 
governing, although the group views that his chemo.immuno. His appeal against being 
Is linked to New Zealand in for. therapy treatment should give struck off the New Zealand 
eign affairs and detance, new hope to cancer sufferers medical register was accord. 
Moving spirit In the under- throughout he world. Ingly withdrawn. The ludge 
taking is a Czech refugee, MI- Disputes with the board con. awarded costs of S15,000 to the 
lan Erych, who has been the tlnued. Brych was stoutly de. medical council against Brych. 
subject of hoth extreme admira- fended by patients who said he What Is undeniable Is that 
t lon  and outspoken con- had cured them wben other doc. Brych gave faith end hope to 
detonation In New Zealand for tars had given up. A further in. many patients who had aben. 
nine years, qulry was ordered, cloned all prospect of a cure. 
Loyal patients claim that he Brych refused to give detalled His supporters still maintain 
has been responsible for mlr- accounts of hls treatment and that, whatever hls quail. 
acle cures of terminal cancer the report found against him. flcations, his humanitarian 
patients. Organizations and prl. work should have been encour. 
vate Individuals have ¢ontrlb. Brych had also become an ,s- aged, whereas he has been 
uted thousands of dollars to sue at a hospital board election. "hounded out of the country." 
help him In lengthy litigation' Members of an organization The publicity the Issue has 
following actions by New Zoa. supporting him gained seats on brought over cancer treatment 
land medical authorities over the board. However, In 1974 the has brought greatly developed 
his methods and his quail, board removed him from Its tacllltlesatAucklarKlHospital. 
flcatio~, staff. Police Inclulrles into dspeds 
5truck off the medical regis. Yet he continued to give can- of the case are continuing In 
tar In New Zealand, he has certreatmentsata private has- New Zealand. 
moved to the Cook Islands to pital where facilitleswere made Meanwhile, In the Cook 
head a government.sponsored available to him. ;slands Improvisation has been 
research Institute In Rarotonga, Late In 1974, the New Zealand necessary to provide facilities 
main Island of the group. Basic. Medical Council, after lengthy for the Influx of patients. Some 
ally stated to be for research Invest igat ions  abroad,  have moved to the .Cosk Islands 
into traditional Island medicine alleged for contlnuoos treatment, 
and tropical diseases, it Is also that Brych had falsely repre, others 
to be Involved In cancer treat- rented that he held a medical plan to make visits ;at Intervals. 
ment. degree from The flow of patients shows ev- 
This aspect has become the Czechoslovakia ery sign of continuing to in. 
centre of a new storm. Cancer and It struck him off the medl. crease. 
patients from New Zealand, cal register. 
Australia and elsewhere are 
themselves moving to the Cook GRANTED STAY m - -  
Islands for treatment, each Brych appealed, and a Su- ~ • 
coursecostlngsaveralthousand preme Court Judge granted a 
dollars, stay of the order to enable NOW~S • 
The situation has already be. Brych to obtain evidence o: his THE 
come a political Issue in the qualifications. Litigation, going 
Cook Islands. The minister of as far as the Judicial committee TIME 
health, Dr. J. Williams is a of the Privy Council on one 
strong supporter of Brych. The point, has continued since. TO BUCKLE 
leader of the opposition, Dr. T. Both the Medical Council and DOWN!  
Davis, challenges his claims Brych have spent many thou- 
and alleges that the whole situ. sands of dollars reeking evi- 
atlon Is a tourist gimmick. (fence abroad In support of their %; 
Brych migrated to New Zea. respective cases. 
' land as a refugee from Czech- When the case again came ;=~ 
oslovakia in 1968. He stated that. forward In the Supreme Court ~ . 
be had graduatadas a doctor ~ In Auckland this spring,: state- 
a n d practised In Czech- ments by counsel presented two 
oslovakla. He worked first ass completely conflicting plc. 
laboratory technician. Then, tures. 
when hismedlcel qualifications On one side It "was asserted 
were approved, as a registrar that Brych's claims to hold 
in the ear.nose and throat sec- medlcel degrees In Czech- 
tlon of Auckland Hospital. oslovakla were false. 
\ 
\ 
SILHOUETTE FASHIONS 
8804 Kalum Terrace c  -8405 
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LAROUCH E ESPO$1TO$ STAR 
Psyched-up Canaaa sweeps past Swedes 
VIENNA (CP) -- Phil Espo. The Soviet club, meanwhile, nal game of the preliminary Grdup B of the playoffs go Rick Hampton set the pattern Ran Ellis, Larouche and Es- "1 thought he called a great Tile Swedes did their best to wenldown to its second straight 
defeat, 4.3, to Czechoslovakia. 
The results left the Czech- 
oslovaks in first place with 13 
points, one ahead ef the Swedes 
and Soviet Union and two palate 
ahead of Canada. 
The Canadians stormed to the 
attack early in the g¢~me, her. 
r a s s l n g their opposition 
throughout he entire 20 rain. 
utes and building a 3-0 lead 
against the Swedes who set- 
by the Soviet Union. prised the Soviets 5.1 in the ft. 
site and Pierre Larouche scored 
two goals each and Tony Espo- 
site backed them up with su- 
perb goaltending to lead Can. 
ado to a 7.0 win over Sweden at 
the World hockey champion. 
ships Wednesday. 
The Canadians thus remained 
In the hunt for a gold medal 
here in a tournament hat all 
but counted them out of the 
medal standings a week ago 
when they were humbled 11.1 
round.robin sectior~ of the tour- 
ney. 
Unlike their game with the 
Russians, the Swedes allowed 
the Canadian skaters to roam 
freely in the Swedish end of the 
ice and they stormed all over 
goaltender Hardy Astroem for 
most of the night. 
The fop four teams resume 
play Friday when Canada plays 
the Soviet Union and the Czech. 
os lovak ians  meet  
Sweden 
tonight when Finland plays 
West Germany and the United 
Stales meets Romania. 
HAMPTON SETS PACE' 
Against the Swedes,'~'ho beat 
them 4.2 in the p~elirhlnary 
round, the Canadia~, ~'epre. 
sented by , National • Hockey 
League players whose te'ams el- 
ther didn't make the playoffs or 
who were ousted,in the early 
rounds,, gave their opponents 
little room to move• 
when he slipped a' pass to 
Wayne Merrick who got into the 
clear to beat Astroem at the 
2:07 mark, forcing the Swedish 
netminder to  make the first 
move before slipping it in the 
open side, 
Hampton again was the fee. 
der on Larouche's~goal at 4:45" 
the Phil" Esposito made it 3.0 
with a 15-footer while Mat. Ah- 
Iberg was serving the only mi- 
nor penalty assessed Sweden in 
the game. 
pestle scored again in the sec- 
ond and Eric Vail.wound up the 
Canadian scoring in the third 
period. 
Referee Raimo Seponen of 
Finland handled the game su. 
perbly, assessing six penalties 
te the Canadians including a 
major and misconduct o defen. 
ceman Carol Vadnais. 
The original penalty to Vad. 
nais was-for butt ending Swede 
game," .said Canadian coach 
Johnny Wilson. "The penalties 
we got, we deserved." 
KLASSEN INJURED 
The Canadians lost left 
winger Ralph Klassen ear;ly in 
the first period when he suf- 
fered muscle spasms In his 
back. He's expected to return 
Friday. 
"And when we didn't have the 
Kenf.Erik Andersson and the puck we just'picked up their 
m|sconduct for arguing the call. ' .wings an d stayed with them." 
avoid direct contact with the 
Canadians~ which hampered 
their passing and play develop. 
ment. 
But coach Llndberg de. 
nled his team had been in. 
timidated. 
But the Swedes were only a 
shadow of the team which sur. 
prised the Soviet Union Monday 
and seemed to be unable to get 
into the game. 
JUNIORS ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: MEMORIAL CUP 
ta lent  " Bruins poised for playoff s NHL BUYERS SOUGHT 
Washington businessman " ".. . - - • 
SanfordO. Greenberg, ownerof . "_ . '. " ! 'f ~ :  more EXPECTS BtG CROWD 
the Richfield Coliseum, has McLean also thinks the home- 
begun a drive to sell limited of 14 playoff games and in the "Two years ago we surprised "Mark Lotthouse is probably crowd situation will benefit the 
THE C:ANADIAN PRESS 
this season, both single.season 
records for defensemen, and 
holds the career assist record of 
334, surpassing a wide range of 
top forwards who graduated 
recently from the Western 
Canada Hockey League. 
Two other New Westminster 
defensemen, Brad Maxwell and 
Miles Zaharko, have drawn the 
attention of some scouts. 
The WCHL had seven players, 
all forwards, taken in the first 
round last season. Tops was 
Blair Chapman, who spent the 
entire season with Pittsburgh 
Penguins of the NHL. 
Don Murdoch of New York 
Rangers, Fred Will iams of 
Detroit Red Wings and Bernie 
Federko of St. Louis P.lues were 
close behind. 
This year's top forwards have 
iunior eligibility remaining. 
The fop Broaden forward line, 
including scoring leader Bill 
Derlago, will remain intact next 
A handful of defensemen and 
goaltenders head the list of 
prospective draft choices /ram 
Western Canada when the 
National Hockey League and 
World Hockey Association get 
around to making their selec. 
tions. 
Almost everybody i~" in- 
terested in two defenders in 
particular. Barry Boomer Beck 
of New Westmlnister Brulns 
and Kevin McCarthy of Win. 
nipeg Monarchs. 
The two have only one thing in 
common: tremendous attitude. 
Beck, a 2]5-pounder, is a 
defensive specialist while 
McCarthy, 185, is an excellent 
playmaker. 
Most scouts believe Beck is 
closer to being able to play 
immediately in major.league 
hockey but McCarthy's play. 
making talents glvo hime a 
good chance. He collected 127 
points, including 105 assists, 
partnerships in the building as a 
means of financing the 
operations of the National 
Hockey League. Cleveland 
Barons. 
Greenberg and Barons" 
major ity owner Mel Swig 
signed an agreement last week 
giving Greenberg an option to 
buy the financially unstable 
team. 
In an effort to begin raising 
money toward consummating 
that deal, Greenberg her= 
distributed a confidential 
memorandum to selected 
Cleveland businessmen. It Is 
reported Greenberg hopes to 
sell 45 units at 0150,000 each to 
raise $6.75 mill ion, with 
payments spread over four 
years. 
An enticing feature of the deal 
is a tax shelter for the buyer. 
For each $1 invested, the buyer 
would get a $2 shelter over a 
period of years. 
Memorial Cup series next week 
if opposing teams are of equal 
ability, coach Ernie McLean 
said Thursday. 
"The last two years we've 
been'at a disadvantage because 
of playing in the east," McLean 
said in an interview. "This time 
we'll be the home team and the 
change in time zones should 
work in our favor." 
The Bruins, making their 
third straight appearance In the 
Canadian major iunior chem. 
pionship series, open the Me- 
morial Cup double.round- 
robin 
series Sunday at the Pacific Co- 
liseum in Vancouver against Ot- 
tawa 67's. New Westminster 
plays Sherbrooke Beavers in 
the second game Monday. 
New Westminster won the 
Western Canada Hockey 
League 
title for an unprecedented third 
straight year Tuesday in Bran- 
Brandon series held the high. 
scoring Wheat Kings to just 13 
goals while scoring 79 them- 
selves. 
THREE CHAMPIONS 
Ottawa won the Ontario Ma- 
jor Junior Hockey League title 
by defeating London Knights in 
the finals, while Sherbrooke got 
past Quebec Remparts in the 
Quebec Major Junior Hockey 
League finals. 
The Memorial Cup has been 
expanded to a double.round- 
robin series, with the top two 
teams meeting In a sudden- 
death final May 15. In the three 
previous series, there was a 
single.round-robin, with the sec- 
end and third.place teams play. 
ing off for the right to meet the 
top team. 
New Westminster was beaten 
in the final last year in Men. 
treal by Hamilton Fincups and 
In the 1975 final at Kitchener, 
everyone by getting to the Me. 
morlal Cup final because of the 
goaltending of Gord Laxton. 
"Last year we had all kinds 
of fire.power up front and we 
were supposed to win It all, but 
we didn't. 
"Now we've got a team that 
is an exceptional defensive 
team. . ,  in fact a great defen. 
sive team. We've got solid goal. 
tending and a very experienced 
defence." 
HOT IN PLAYOFFS 
Blaine Peterson, who missed 
the Memorial Cup. last year be. 
cause of a broken collarbone, 
has been the Brpins' top goal. 
tender in the playoffs. Carey 
Walker played the final game 
against Brandon and showed 
why he had a goals-agalnM av. 
erage of 2;61 during the regular 
season by kicking out 36 shots. 
New Westmlnster's four de- 
I 
fencemen--Barry Beck, Brad 
Maxwell, Miles Zah~rko and 
the best example of what this 
team is all about," said 
McLean. "A year ago he had 68 
goals because we were an. eg- 
g r e's s i v e ,  offensive- 
minded 
tea m. 
"This year., he scored 54 goals 
and everyone said he had a bad 
year. That's not it at all. We 
concentrated on defence this 
year and Lofthouse became a 
better two.way player. He was 
playing defensive hockey., 
McLean said the three.haul ~
time difference will hurt the 
eastern teams, just like it did 
the Bruins in previous years. 
"Take the final game in Mon- 
treal last year for example," he 
said. "We had our "pre.game 
meal so e="trly it was still 6 a.m. 
back home. 
"The time difference matters 
a hack of a lot to the kids. You 
don't notice itso much the first 
few days, but after four or five 
Bruins, playing lust 10 miles 
from their Queen's'~Park Arena 
home here. He expects a crowd 
of more than 12,000 for the 
opening game In the 15,600,seat 
ColiseOm. 
Right winger Sfan Smyl, a 
Johnny McKenzie.type who 
bangs opposing players around 
in the corners, will be ready to 
play against Ottawa, McLean 
sold. Smyl suffered a badly 
bruized ankle in the fourth 
game of. the Brandon series 
Sunday and missed the next 
game. 
Rookie left winger Jean Paul 
Kelly, a 35-goal scorer in the 
regular season, Is out for the 
season, however, because 0f an 
eye injury suffered in practice 
last month when he was h!t by 
a puck. Kelly was to undergo 
eye surgery Wednesday. 
Th~ Bruins have nine players 
back from last year's team '~ 
which lost to Hamilton, plus Pe- ;~ ; . ;~;~;~. ;~:~:~:~:~:~:~'~ • • • . . . . . . . . . .  • .............v............ don, Man., defeating the Wheat Ont., by Toronto Marlboros. , Brian Young--all played in the days it matters more and terson. 
season. FORMER NHL 
$1 MILLION PACTS Prospects  Portland Winter Hawks had ,STARS Soccer ,.r00Babych,t0PBrentPr0spectS,Peters0nWayneand H o w e  checking Hull FOR TOP CHOICES ftnals Paul Mulvey, also scheduled to for peace 
return, in WHA championship ,~w,o~, ,~ ~0~ 95of177for l.440,ards and10 ahead Glen Hanlon of Brandon flames were long gone when touchdowns. He was the most EDMONTON (CP) -- Pros- 
Wheat Kings was the top National Football League valuable player in the Rose pects for Middle East peace are 
goaltender in average with 3.09 teams resumed their player Bowl when USC defeated dim and shouldn't be expected 
but his flopping style has in -  HOUSTON (AP) - -  Houston The Aeros, '~wo.flme WHA are unbeatable on their home draft Wednesday, still seeking Michigan 14.6. until thelate or mid.1980s, a Tel LONDON lAP) -- Liverpool timidated many scouts. Dave 
is closing In onthree of soccer's .: Parro, goalie, for Saskatoon 
biggest trophies .but, win :or~;Blades ' finished third behind 
lose, its place in the sport's hall 
of fame seems assured. 
Already the pundits are com. 
paring Liverpool with greal 
teamsof the past: Real Madrid, 
Bayern Munich, Benfica of LIs. 
ben, Santos of Brazil. 
Liverpool has reached the Eu- 
ropean Cup final, the English 
FA Cup final, and is four potnts 
clear at the top of the English 
League on Hs way to a record 
10th First Division title. 
Even if Liverpool falters on 
the final lap and fails to win the 
European Cup in Rome' May 25 
against Boruss/a Moen. 
chenglad. 
bach, or lose the FA Cup final 
to Manchester United at Wem. 
bley Maz 21, its impact on the 
gakq5 h-tBied. 
Its European opponents fear 
if more than any other' British 
club, and it has been beaten 
only seven times in 38 league 
games this season. 
No single player stands out 
the way Pele did for Santos or 
Eus~blo for Benflca. Yet Liver. 
pool has a host of internationals 
in its ranks and its subs bench 
contains men who could win a 
place on virtually any other 
team. 
THREE STARS OUT 
Those subs are proving their 
worth as the season draws to a 
climax In the next three weeks. 
Tl~ree of Liverpool's biggest 
stars are out with injurles~ 
Eng land  in ternat iona l  
fullback 
Phil Thompson, veteran mid 
field dynamo Ion Callaghan and 
Welsh international John Tosh- 
ack, a s~rlker with heading abi/. 
ity second to none. 
In reserve to take their place 
have been such players as 
Tommy Smith, a former Eng. 
land defen~fer, midfie~d goal. 
scoring ace Terry McDermott 
and strikers David Fairclough 
and Jimmy Case. 
At the heart of the team are 
three at Europe's best players: 
goalkeeper Ray Clemence, for. 
ward Kevln Keegan and defen. 
siva sweeper Emlyn Hughes, 
who Is team captain. 
The highest praise for Liver. 
pool's skill comes from its rl. 
vale. 
Says Malcolm Macdonald of 
Arsenal, the English League's 
leading goalscorer: "What they 
do better than anyone, else is 
keep possession, Just watch 
how they work the ball side. 
ways, backwards, and up what 
appea:c tu be blind alleys lust 
to create space and an opening. 
Th,s Is 5patience, prates. 
slonall~m, and fop-c/ass play." 
T~e ~nprecedented treble-- 
ccpturing ell three major 
troph,es in one year--may look 
impossible. Eel as Macdonald 
s:ws, "~ '~erpooi have all the 
• ~¢?-es~,~r., fuachieve it." 
over-age Brent Peterson of New 
Westminster but Saskatoon had 
a suspect defensive team and 
Porto uses the standup style 
most scouts welcome. 
Close behind are Murray 
Bannerman of Victoria 
Cougars, Randy Ireland of 
Portland and Rollle Beefing of 
Lethbridge. 
The league also has a handful 
of sleepers. 
Forward Mark Lofthouse of 
New Westminster scored 54 
goals and drew attention late in 
the year. Rocky Saganiuk of 
Lethbridge has a pro-type shot 
and is a good skater but is 
considered too small by some. 
Aeros go into tonight' crucial 
World Hockey Association play: 
off game at Winnipeg realizing 
Jets coach Bobby Kromm has 
the final option on line switches, 
a tactic he has used to help the 
Jets take a 3-? lead in the semi- 
final series. 
Since the home coach has the 
final option on line i:hanges, 
Kromm chose to put his top line 
of Anders Hedberg, Bobby Hull 
and UIf Nilsson against Hous- 
ton's line of Gordie Howe, 
Larry Lend and John Gray. 
Houston's line of Terry Rus- 
kowski, Morns Lukowich and 
Rich Preston had played on 
even terms with the Jets line 
champions, rallied on their 
home ice with a 3-2 victory 
Tuesday but now they must re- 
turn to Winnipeg for the sixth 
game In the best-of-seven series 
where Kromm again will have 
the final choice on line changes. 
"We're going to make some 
adjustments that's for sure," 
Aeros coach Bill Dineen said 
Wednesdasy. "1 may have to 
bring Mark (Howe) back up 
(from his deTence position) to 
get more speed in the line. 
"We may shift a couple of the 
other guys around too so all our 
speed isn't on one line." 
AEROS HAVE HOPES 
The Jes, who could wrap up 
but the.line switch led to a 6.4 the series with a victory 
Jets' victory Sunday with with tonight, have' managed to wln 
Nilsson line getting five of the both games played in Winnipeg 
six goals, but the Aeros don't feel the Jets 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ice . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  to.fill Ilneup.gaps W!th~the =top , 
"The games •'up thePe I~ave "graduating college play~rs. '- 
been so close," said Aeros cap. 
lain Ted Taylor, who scored the 
clinching goal in Tuesday's vlc. 
tory. "If we can control that 
one Jets line (Hedberg.NIIsson. 
Hull) and get a few breaks, we 
can bring the series right back 
here." 
If the Aeros win night, the 
seventh game v~ill be played 
here Sunday. ~. 
Kromm didn't mince his 
words in showing his dis- 
pleasure with the Rats' per- 
forth. 
once Tuesday night. 
"Houston didn't win the 
game, we gave it to them," 
Kromm said. "They shouldn't 
have scored any goals. We had 
some chances in the first period 
we didn't take advantage of. 
None of the second day 
selections could hope to match 
the $1.24 mil l ion, hve-year 
contract that R~cky Bell 
secured from Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers. But some of them 
could be a~, important o their 
clubs as Bell is to Tampa Bay 
and No. 2 pick Tony Dorsett is to 
Dallas Cowboys. 
Bell was one of three Southern 
California players among the 
first five choices in the draft. 
The others were offensive 
tackle Marvin Powell, picked 
by New York Jets, and defen- 
sive tackle Gary later, selected 
by New York Giants. 
The 28 foams completed five 
draft rounds Tuesday, selecting 
139 players. When Round Six 
opened Wednesday's action, 
Burns was the second 
defensive back drafted by San 
Francisco, who had picked Start 
Black of Mississippi State in the 
fourth round. The'49ers have a 
meier hole to fill in their 
secondary with the retirement 
of veteran cornerback Jimmy 
Johnson. 
Among some of the in- 
teresting second.day selections 
were running back Andre 
Hereto of Southern Illinols who 
rushed for 1,588 yards, and 
running back Wilbert Mon- 
tgomery of Abilene Christian, 
who led the country with 37 
touchdowns and 1,181 yards in 
11 games in 1973 but never again 
approached that kind of 
production. Herrera was 
picked by Kansas City Chiefs 
and Montgomery went to 
Aviv University professor said 
Tuesday. 
Dr. Yoram Dlnsteln, an Is- 
raeli.born/]instructor f inter- 
national 4law, told Edmonton 
members of the Canadian In- 
stitute of International Affairs 
two major obstacles will pre- 
vent a peaceful settlement of 
affairs between Israel and her ' 
Arab neighbors. 
The military presence of the 
Soviet Union, directly affecting 
the region through its bases in 
'several Arab countries, and In- 
directly through the expansion 
of its Indian Ocean fleet" and 
the more recer~t problem repre- 
sented by the Palestinlans, will 
mitigate against peace In the 
area for decades, he said. 
Dinstein, a visiting professor 
at the University of Toronto, 
said Soviet influence in the area Blueg Is Ti t le  f ight  " "°  w.. ,w,,,., Lind. USC supplled the first two picks Philadelphia Eagles, both on is becoming all-pervaslvewith 
ross  mea strata, (Dan) Labraaten and -quarterback Vince Evans to the sixth' round. Soviet navies straddling the 
(Peter) Sullivan was terrible. Chicago Bears and defensive Washington Redskins and Middle East in both the Medl- 
f~r  ~ r h ' ~  le~N, IP ;~= HAMILTON (CP) -  City ~~~T,~i , !~n~t~p! i  i i~!i!!!il,i!is~erli~ioii~rO~ i~; ~i r~£P; !  tded~hl!~rn eras!i!! terranean, wherelt  is quickly g i  f ~ i ~  ~ i W i i l ~  U J 1 co nci has voted to accept a 
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP . under.achiever . he'd give you new deal to.allow a world wel. pl e catchlngFleet in size,UP tOandthe theU'S'lndianSiXth 
LeRo Jolle is h~.re" for his absolutely nothing if he could;" terwelght championship fight Ocean Y y . 
third straight K~nt',,'xy Derby, but the colt was aggressive in between Jose Cuevas of Mexico 
with°ut hepres~ure °f training winning the Blue Grass Stakes and Clyde Gray °f T°r°nt°' t° : : :~ !~ 
the favour/te and with a ,-elf April 28, and the reason ap. be held at Ivor Wynne Stadium 
who has abi!ity but not always parent.ly was blinkers. June 7. . . 
desire t-or rne Moment, wl~o won the The arrangement requwes ; ' L  
"1 think it's a lot more fun " Blue Grass Stakes on a sloppy that promoter Roger Yachettl, 'z,~ 
sa~d Jolley, who sent eut track, worked six furlongs in a Hamilton lawyer, put up $5,. 
fav~)ured Foolish Pleasure t 1' 13 1-5 on a wet Churchill 000, half of which would not be 
win the 1975 Derby and saddle~ Downs track Wednesday. refunded by the city in the , 
, event the fight is cancelled ~t" L avour~d Honest Pleasure for his runner.up finish to Bold The weather forecast is for a Cuevas, the World Boxlncl As- J Forbes last year. cloudy, warm and humid Derby socletion champion, had agreed ; 
"It's always good to have the Saturday. If it does turn up wet, to meet Gray in Canada but Irv ~ 
best horse but It% nerve. Mickey Taylor, whose wife, Ungerman, Gray's manager, ~ M t ) ]  1 Q W ld  Ch  H e l f  o ~- wracking. ' Karen, owns Seattle Slew, is said he was having trouble find. 
Jolley this year has For the confident the unbeaten ing a site that would draw a big ( e O U  e a s e  e r s  i 
Moment, a colt several her- f~:vourite can handle it. enough gate to offset expenses, ~ Sweat er 
semen fee~ can" up=at unb,aten Seattle Slew s six races all estimated a,f $175,000. " ~i 
Seattle Slew..  have been on fast tracl's, but Hamilton s parks and recrea- 
,, Jolley says For the Moment Faylor said: He s worked lion committee had turned S :!i!ii~!~: 
is basically lackadaisical, an Iwice In the slop. He loves it. down a proposal to hold the 
eoli, h ...... . B louses  ! 
women • Coats Smithers Garage 
revolting Main Street 
WARSAW (AFP( Poland 
s top women basketball players 
are in revolt because of the 
strict training schedules laid 
down by the Polish Basketball 
Federat ion. 
A report in the army 
newspnper Zolnlerz Wolnosci 
says 12 players have boycotted 
a special trainin ing session for 
the European championships to 
be held hero next year. 
The players, of whom several 
are mothers, want more time 
off to be able to have a fuller 
soc ia l  ~i fe ,  
In reply the federation have 
barred the players from several 
exh ib i t ion  matches .  
Smithers, B.C. 
Sat, May 1 - 1:30 p,m, 
Approximately 60.70 1976 models and older used cars and 
trucks from dealers of Smithers and area. 
Financing on the spot to approved credit. 
FRONTIER AUCTION 
SERVICE  LTD.  
Phone 376-6940 
Dealer  No. 00557A 
. . . . .  i m l  i lu l l l  i i|1 i 
Suits 
Ra incoats  
" C'ROZIER -J ,. LTD.  
: .i,: 
City Centre, Kitimat 632-2555 GIFTS 
CERTIFICATES ~, ~,~~makegreatg i f t s  
:...-, b-,-, ,~ /~ ~ ,-':'-.. 
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CENTENNIAL CUP 
Junior stalwarts face off 
ALBERT, Sask. Ior Hockey League and also give them a good run for their forward lines, scored 392 goals 
(CP)  - -  Two teams that had a 
good show.ing during the regu. 
lar season and improved during 
the playofts meet here Friday 
in the first game of a best.of- 
seven series for the Canadian 
Junior A hockey cham- 
pionship. 
Prince Albert Raiders, first in 
t h e Saskatchewan Junior 
Hockey League, have won 20 of 
25 games on their way' to the 
Western Canadian champion- 
ship. They defeated Calgary Ca- 
nucks of the Alberta Junior 
Hockey League in five games to 
win the Western title, 
The Eastern champions, 
Pem- 
broke (Ont.) Lumber Kings, fin. 
ished second in the Cenlral Jun- 
For the 'Mother' who has everything,- tmre's one oz .me mu.~t 
sophisticated ideas of the year: a gold swizzle stick - & diamond 
surrounded in a ball of altuglass. This ball has a magnifying effect on the 
diamond but when you place it in the champagne, it becomes,its original 
size. Once dosed, the swizzle stick becomes a simple, original pendant, 
,,; ....... .HEARST cA~ STEELHEAD NABBERS 
Two days in jail URGm TO REGISTER 
Steelhead fishermen are urged to assist the fo r si le nt Wen dy ,i,.e,iesmanagement s ction of the Fishand 
OAKLAND, Calit. (AP) - -  A 
Superior Court judge sentenced 
Wendy Yoshimura to two days 
in jail Wednesday for contempt 
of court for refusing to testify 
about her life in the radical un- 
derground with Patricia Hearst 
and others. 
Judge Martin Pulich of Ale- 
meda County Superior Court personal recognizance bond for 
said he was imposing a light" the rest. 
have 20 wins in 25 playoff 
games. Pembroke eliminated 
Charolottetown Generals in four 
games to reach the national ft. 
nal. 
All games in the final will he 
played at home, where the 
Raiders have been unbeatable 
since Chr~istmas. They lost four 
games at home all year and are 
undefeated In 12 ~layoff games. 
However, the Ontario team 
money. 
" i t  won't help us to play all 
the games on Raiders ice but It 
shouldn't do much damage the 
other way either," he said. "We 
will adiust. 
"The one tiling that may be 
detrimental is boredom (from 
staying in hotels) and we'll 
have to make sure that doesn't 
happenY 
has proved its strength on the Raider manager.coach Terry 
road, winning more games than Simpson was elated by his 
it lost, while, at home, they team's play in defeating Hum- 
splltevenly Inwins and losses, boldt Broncos, Swift Current 
Broncos ,  Me lv i l l e  
GOOD ON ROAD Millionaires, 
"We are a prefly good road Dauphin Kings and Calgary. He 
team, coach Bryan MurphysaM says the home advantage Is 
Wednesday. " I f  we don't beat worth two goals a game. 
Prince Albert, we will at least The Raiders, who use four 
BASEBALL 
Fairly leads Blue Jays 
TORONTO CP - Ron Fairyly 
collected three hits and two 
RBIs and Dave McKay drove in 
three runs, pacing Toronto Blue 
Jays' 10-3 victory over 
Milwaukee Brewers Wednesday 
night in an American League 
baseball game. 
Winner Bill Singer, 1-4, gave 
up two runs on five hits in six 
innings. He  struck out two 
while walking four. Mike Willis 
relieved in the sixth and picked 
up his second save of the 
season. 
Fairly started a two.run, 
fifth.inning rally with a two.out 
single to the left. He moved 1o 
third on an error by Don Money 
before Alan Ashby walked to  
load the bases and Gary Woods 
singled to left to score two runs. 
The Blue Jays added two in 
the sixth for a 7-2 lead. Jim 
Mason hit a one-out single and 
went tothird on AI Woods's base 
• hit. Fairly's bloop double to left 
scored both runners. 
The Jays finished their  
scoring with three in the 
seventh on consecutive homers 
by Dave McKay and Hector 
Torres. 
Mi lwaukee starter J im 
Slaton, who lasted 4 2-3 innings, 
had his record drop to 1:2. 
The Blue Jays opened the 
scoring in the first, taking a 1.0 
lead on Otto Velez's sacrifice 
fly. After Mason singled to deep right, bringing Mason 
centre and moved to third on a home. 
base hit by AI Woods, Velez, the The Brewers came alive in 
American League's player of the fourth, scoring two runs on 
the month for April, flied out to three hits. Cecil Cooper singled 
to lead off and was brought 
around on Dan Thomas' hit to 
the right-centre field fence. 
After Money flied out and 
Sixto Lezcano hit a single to left, 
scoring Thomas. 
Toronto came back in its half 
of the fourth with two runs. 
Fairly hit a one-out double to 
right and scored on Doug Ault's 
Parker 
paces 
Pirates 
ATLANTA (AP) - -  Dave 
Parker drove in four runs with 
a pair of two-run doubles as 
Pittsburgh Pirates beat Atlanta 
8.0 Wednesday night, handing 
the Braves their 1.th con- 
secutive National League base- 
ball defeat. 
The Pirates jumped on Frank 
LaCorte, 1-4, for two runs in the 
first inning, marking the sev- 
enth straight game In which At- 
lanta has been scored on in the 
opening inning. 
Demery, 1.1, hurled a three- 
hitter before being lifted in the 
eighth when the Braves got two 
more hits and leaded the bases. 
Reliever Kent Tekulve got 
Jerry Roystsr to hit into a 
double play to end the threat. 
Moreno walked in the fourth 
and later scored on Tom Pacio. 
rek's throwing error and Phil 
Garner crossed in the eighth 
when Moreno bounced into a 
double y with the bases 
loaded. 
John 
sparks 
Dodgers 
her right against self in- Wildlife Branch by completing and retucmg 
stee]head questiormaires which they may ~cs ANGELES (AP)  - -  
crimination. 
Pulich delayed execution of receive during the next few days. Tommy John hurled a four-hit- 
tl~e contempt sentence, giving Sam Bawlf, Minister of Recreation and ter, pitching the streaking Los • Angeles Dodgers to a 3-1 vic- 
Miss Yoshimura until June 1 to Comervation, said, "A random selection of tory over New York Mets 
clear up matters involving the stee]head licence holders throughout he Wednesday night in a National 
$50,000 bail he set while she ap- 
peals her conviction. She has province is requested to supply information on League baseball game. 
been free on $25,000 bail.and a where and when and how long they fished, as The Dodgers' third straight 
well as their success in different areas." victory and 11th in 12 games 
Stee]beaders are asked to return the moved them nine games in front of the Cincinnati Reds in 
Miss Yoshlmura was arrested questionnaire even though they may have the National League West. 
in San Francisco on Sept. 18, 
1975, with Miss Hearst and been unsuccessful or may not have actually Dusty Baker slugged his 
Symbionese Liberation Army f ished,  fourth home run of the yea4 in 
fugitives William and Emily The i~ormation received from the survey thesecond inning off loser John Matlack, 1-3.. Bill Russell and 
Harris. ~|  be extremely important to the futur(~ Reggie Smith singled runs 
She had been a fugitive since planning of the management, protection an home in the first. 
authorities discovered the arms enhancement of stee]heading in this province. John, 2-1, held the Mets score- 
and explosives cache found in a Last year there were  an estimated 20,000 less until the ninth, when Lee 
garage she had rented and ar- 
rested some of her friends. She stee]headers in British Columbia who spent a Mazzilli doubled and eventually 
s said she knew nothln of tn fn l  nf nnnrnv imnh=lv  9.9(I ~ dnv~ nn~l lno  scored on Joe Torre s ground- ha " g . . . . . .  =-z- . . . . . . . . .  j ~ ,v . .  - - -~-  ---o----o. ~ut  ' 
,,l"V today-  
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OLYMPIA '117 
sentence because Miss Yosh- 
' imura already had suffered a 
"substantial legal penalty" 
when he ordered her leslimony 
"stricken from the record during 
her weapons possession trial. 
MissYoshimura, 34, was con. 
victed Jan. 20 of illegal posses. 
sion of weapons and explosives 
found in a Berkeley garage five 
years ago. She has been sen. 
fenced to one 1o 15 years in 
prison. 
Pulich had ordered all of Miss 
Yosh imura 's  tes t imony  
thrown . 
out of the court record and 
cited her for contempt when she 
refused to answer questions 
about her life as a fugitive. 
He said Wednesday thai s e 
had acted on "bad legal ad. 
vice" and suggested that de. 
fence . lawyer James I.arson 
should have told her io assert 
__F  
SEA1"rLE TODAY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
- SHOOT FOR THE STARS 
NAME THAT TUNE 
LOVERS & FRIEND5 
Htll LYt/~OOD SQUARES 
Dells best 
birdsman 
DOCTORS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
MOVIE 'qlle C~T~E.-,~r~~" 
in 60 regular season games 
while allowing 242 for a 45.14.1 
Centre AI Moore spearheaded 
the club with 26 goals and 28 
assists in the playoffs. His total 
inc ludes  seven power. 
play 
goals, five gamewinners and 
flvewith his team shorthanded. 
Eight other Raiders are aver. 
aging at least a point a game In 
the playoffs including captain 
MALMOE, Sweden (AP) --- 
Flemming Delfs of Denmark 
s u r v i v e d a disqudlilicalion 
threat Wednesday qight to 
record an 11-15, 15.10, 15.6 vic. 
tory at the first world badmin- 
ton championships. 
"The competition w~s marred 
by a political walk out by Zam. 
bin. 
Delfs squeezed into the third 
round with a triumph over un. 
seeded Ray Stevens of England. 
After splitting the two first sets, 
Delfs almost was disqualified. 
In three.set matches, players 
are allowed a five.minu!e break 
before the deciding set. Wllh 
Delfs still missing after 10 rain 
utes, the tournament referee 
threatened to disqualify h im 
and give Stevens the victory. 
But Stevens rdfused. Dolts ti. 
nally ret'urned and won the 
third set with ease. 
Delfs, 25, is jointly seeded No. 
1 with Liem Swle King of In. 
donesla. Liem, 20, downed Pc- 
ter Cooper of Australia, 15 7, 15. 
8 In his second.round match. 
Zambia, the only African n,~ 
tlo'n entered, withdrew trom the 
championships earlier in the 
day because of New Zealand's 
I~rtlcl paflon. 
MARY HARTMAN 
N~,WS 
NB¢ NEWS 
r SEAI"TLE TONIGHT 
MATCH GAME 
BAA BAA BLACKsHEEP 
Melville when he allowed 12 
goals. 
NItschke is one of three play- 
ers on the Raiders injury list. 
The others are forward Brant 
Lewis and defenceman Tim 
Merchuk, but all are expected 
to be ready for the opener. 
Richard St. Cyr is Pem- 
broke's leading playoff scorer 
with 21 goals and 26 assists In 
25 games. Doug Harvey has 20 
goals and 21 assists, while Bill 
Theran Welsh, a defenceman Wells has 37 points and AI 
Nixon 33. Pierre Brassard and 
wffh 37 points, defenceman lan ColIIzzl have 30 
Ken Bales is the top Raider points each. 
goalie with a 3.56 average in The series continues with 
playofts. Roy Schultz, picked up games Saturday, Sunday, and 
from Swift Current Broncos, Tuesday and, if necessary, 
has a 3.60 average. Rick Wednesday, Friday and Satur- 
Nitschke's average is a lofty day. If the series goes seven 
4RO, podded by a game against games, It will end May 14. 
......-.-.....-.-., . . . . . . . . . . . .  v~v~.v.:~:~S~:~:.--.~:.:.%--~v.~::.:~.:::;~;~:;:.~:~:~:~:;:~:..:~:~ .. .. ........ 
SILENCES EXPOS 
challenged only twice. 
The Giants jumped out to a 
quick lead in the first, using 
singles by Larry Herndon, Def. 
tel Thomas, Bill Madlock and 
McCovey to score two runs off 
loser Gerald Hannahs, 1.3. 
RICHARD PRYOR SPECIAL 
CHEVY CHASE SHOW 
NEWS 
TONIGHT sHOW 
-TOMORROW SHOW 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- 
Willie McCovey drove in two 
runs with a single and Jim Barr 
pitched a six.hitler as San 
• Francisco Giants broke a five- 
game National League baseball 
losing streak Wednesday with a 
$-1 victory over Montreal 
Expos. 
McCovey singled home a pair 
of runs in the first inning, kept 
a third-inning rally going with 
an infield hit and started an 
eighth-inning rally with a walk. 
Borr, 4-2, struck out five and 
The Expos scored a run in the 
second on a walk, a double by 
Del Unser and a run.scoring 
single by catcher Barry Foote. 
Barr helped his own cause 
with a 2-for-2 day at the plate, 
including an RBI single in a 
walked two and was seriously two-run eighth Inning. 
i ; ° ; . . °~° ;°o* . .o . . . . . ,  o ° ,  I .  ° o e 8 ° • • • o o . . . . . . . . . . .  . - .  
A.stros beat Cubs 
=n extra Inn=n,g,, s 
CHICAGO (AP) - -  Julio Gon- winning run in the giving 
zalez singled home the tying Houston Astros a $.4 National 
run in the ninth inning and the Lea  g u e baseball victory 
NIGHT FINAl. 
MINUTES LIVE 
double.• After Alan Ashby 
popped out, Gary Woods 
reached base on an error by 
shortstop Robin Young. 
McKay's single scored Ault and 
Slaton walked Torres to fill the 
bases. Slaton took Mason to a 
full count before he flied 1o right 
to end the inning. 
Lezcano homered for 
Milwaukee in the ninth. 
Towering blast 
born, 4.2, iust betore Lemon 
came to bat. 
The Royals had taken'e 2-1 
lead In thz fifth with two 
unea4ned runs. George Breff 
slammed a two-out triple and 
scored when Jack Brohamer 
threw wildly to first on Hal 
McRae's grounder. John May- 
berry's single sent home 
McRae. 
The White Sex came back to 
tie the game with a run In the 
sixth on Jim Esslan's RBI 
single. Fred Patek singled 
home the third Royals run in 
the eighth. Reliever Bert John- 
son, 2.2, was the winner. 
KANSAS CITY (AP) - -  Chef 
Lemon belted a 475-foot home 
run in the eighth Inning and Os- 
car Gamble slugged a two-run 
homer in the ninth, powering 
Chicago White Sex to a 6-3 vic- 
tory over Kansas City Royals 
night in an American League 
baseball game twice delayed by 
rain. 
Lemon's blast, his fourth 
homer of the year, is believed 
to be the first ball h i t  into the 
left.centre field water fountains 
since Royals Stadium opened in 
1973. 
Gamble also legged out an in. 
field single off starter Jim C,~I- 
Wednesday over Chicago 
Cubs. 
Joe Fergusoe walked to open 
the 11th, was sacrificed to sac. 
end and reached third when 
second baseman Manny Trillo 
bobb led  Ken  Boswell's 
grounder. 
Boswell made it to 
third when Ferguson was 
cau.ght in a rundown on Enos 
Cahell's grounder, then scored 
on Gonzalez's hit. 
In the ninth, Art Howe drew e 
• walk off loser Bruce Suffer, 0.1. 
Pinch.runner Wilbur Howard 
stole second and scored on Gon- 
zalez's bloop single. 
The victory went to Ken 
Forsch, 3.2. 
1976 
VEGA 
Station Wagon 
4 Spd. Trans. 
Radio 
Roof Luggage 
Carrier 
Rear Window 
Defrost 
PRICED TO SELLI 
1976 
ASTIEE 
9. Door Coupe 
4 Spd. Trans 
Radio 
Rear Window 
Defrost 
These are NEW cars and are both 
equipped with 5 year or 
66,000 mile warranties. 
Jim McEwan 
McXom (Ten-ace) LtcL 
Dealer License No. 1492A, 
? 
I 
;e  
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'1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meelmg I~eld 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be In room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
I nv i ted  to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
phone 635.7356. (cff) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:1S p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (cff) 
II~ICHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or635.3023. 
Meeting ~ Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday, of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of theRoyal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
became the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely" 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John. 635-4419 or Jane - 635- 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings Ist Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 635- 
3442. 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22 
Terrace, B.C, 
Terrace Women's Institute will 
be holding a Bazaar on 
Saturday, May 7 from 1 to S 
'p.m. at the Terrace Co-op 
Shopping Mall. (cS) 
DEFENSIVE 
DRIVING COURSE 
The next Defensive Driving 
sponsored by the Community 
Education Serv/ces In Terrace 
will bagln on May 3 and con. 
tlnue on May 5, 12 and 17, 1977. 
The classes are from 7:30 to 
9:30 p.m, and are held in Room 
9 of the Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. For 
registratlon phone 635-4931. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
638-1021 
635-7423 
Therewlll bea Softball Seminar 
in Terrace on May 7 at ThornhIII 
gym from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
This Is a free seminar for 
umpires and coaches. The 
seminar consists of: (1) Set up 
and benefits of the B.C.A.S.A. 
(Duff Slaven). (2) Coaching 
fundamentals (Ran Campbell). 
(3) Rules interpetat!on (Gordle 
McDonald). (4) Play 
development and pitching (Cice 
LaRochque). (5) Sports 
medicine (Don MIkllc~ (c5) 
14. Business Personal 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
R.V. Parts & Auto 
Parts. Auto repairs. 
American and Import 
Cars. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Phone 638.1710 
I II 
14. Business Personal 
I I 
GENERAL 
CONTRACTING 
We specialize in custom built 
cabinets, remodelling. Quality 
workmanship. Phone 635.5700 
Don, or 635.7004, days 635.3666. 
(p-2) 
DO IT NOW 
Handyman Services: Home 
Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 
around the house and grounds 
(No job too small). Reasonable 
rates. Phone 
63S-2435 
(ctf) 
For  
PART IC I  PACT ION 
with 
ACT ION 
Join 
Terrace 
Fitness 
Centre 
Swimming . (Heated 
Pool) Sauna 
Supervised Gym. 
Open 7 days 
a Week 
Monthly or yearly 
membership. 
Join Anytime 
3313 Kalum 
(Across from Arena) 
Phone 
635-5361 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
Jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
MR. FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune-ups a 
spec/alty. Phone 63S.4602 
Evenings. 635-4565 days. (df) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635o 
$876 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrlca! Con- 
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635-5876or 638-1231. (ctf 
r , 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 souct E 630.2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
19. Help Wanted 
CLERK TYPIST 
A Clerk Typist Is required by 
the Drug & Alcohol Counselllng 
Committee. The Inc'umbont will 
be required to set up and 
organize bookkeeping records, 
filing systems and general 
organization of a small office. 
The incumbent must be able ~o 
work wlthout suporvislon and 
be willing to accept respon. 
sibility. 
MINIMUM 
QUALIF ICATIONS • 
Preferably completion of 
secondary school or equivalent 
with commercial or business 
school training. Two years 
clerical experience. Skill in 
tYping rapidly and accurately. 
Good'knowledge of bookkeeping 
and office precedures. Must be 
dependable with a mature at. 
titude and will respect con. 
fidentiality of Information. 
Salary: $825 per month. 
Location: Terrace, B.C. 
APPLY TO , 
Hugh Power, Chairman, Drug 
& Alcohol Committee, 4315 
Birch Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
phone 635.3833. Appllcatlons 
must be by letter with a com- 
plete resume of experience, 
education and references. 
Applications must be received 
by May 14, 1977. (c4) 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
rata-tilling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
635-6782 
(eft) 
33. For Sale. Misc. 
Top quality alfalpha, clover and 
timothy mixture in barn. $70 per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van. 
derhoof, B.C. (cff) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon- 
dltloned, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlnderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635,-4636. ctf 
Yamaha bass amplifier wlth 
lead guitar, case and cord. 
Asking $650. Phone 638.1116 or 
630.2860. Ask for Ron or leave 
message. (p2, 4) 
39. Boats 8, Engines 
i i i 
For S~e: 17' Lund r0oat. Merc 
cruiser. Inboard.outboard, 1 
year old. 92 hours. Call 635-6636. 
(df) 
For Sale: 17 ft. wooden river- 
boat with trailer. 2 Jet units to 
fit 40 hp Johnson or Evinrude. 
Best offer. ¢15-6954 after 5 p.m. 
(p7) 
9' Aluminum flat bottom boat 
with oars and life jackets. $125. 
635.4789. (c7) 
41. Mach inery  for Sale 
197o Cat D~C Dozer. Rops 
canopy - winch & standard 
shift. 30" pads. Good operating 
condition; Phone 624.5491 or 627- 
140.1 after 5 p.m. (c9) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent in the bench area 
with kitchen facilities. Phone 
63S-3971. (df) 
47. Homes for Rent 
3 bedroom I~ouse 1or rent. 
Available now. For information 
phone 638-1259. (p3) 
1 bedroom house for rent at 4639 
Keith Ave. Phone 635-6334 
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. (cff) 
For Rent: 5 bedroom house 
close to town and schools. Large 
lot and fruit trees. Phone 635- 
2665. (p4) 
Available June 1st. Lovely 
home, will consider 2 yr. lease. 
For three business people with 
steady income. Share this new 
home with fireplace. $140 per 
month each. References 
required. Phone 635-6809. (c3) 
Small one bedroom furnished 
duplex for rent at 968 Moun- 
talnview Blvd. Phone 635.3577. 
.(cff) 
One bedroom home for rent. 
Partially furnished. Electric 
heat and close to town. Phone 
635.2427 or 635.3058. (ctf) 
Small older type 2 bedroorp 
furnished house. Ideal. for 2 
working men. Downtown 
Iocatlon. $200 per month. Phone 
635.2630. (c3) 
48, Suites for Rent 
Utility Shed . $20, Car top 
carrier - $10, go.cart frame - 
$10. Phone 635.4789. (c7) 
For Sale: 19" Electrohome 
B&W TV. $60. Table & 6 chairs. 
like new - $125. 10 speed bike. 
065. Wooden kegs. Ideal for 
planters. $S each. Also other 
.odds & ends. 635.3389. (p3) 
2 antique wood stoves, 2 wood 
cookstoves. Also strawberry 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex. 
Prldge & stove included. In 
Thornhill. Phone 635.6694 after 
4. (p4) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex in 
Thornhill. Frldge & stove in- 
cluded. Phone 635.5775 or 635- 
5874. (c3) 
2 bedroom basement suite for 
rent. Fridge & stove include~l. 
$185 per month. Available on 
48. Suites for Rent 
I I 
For Rent: 2 bedroom apt. 
Frldge & stove. Electric heat. 
Free laundry fecllifles. No pets. 
S14S per month. 3145 River 
Drive. Phone 635.644S. ctf 
For  Rent In Thornhllh one 
bedroom furnished apartment. 
$140 per month. Singles only. 
Phone 635-2065. (p4) 
I 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Phone 
638-1032 
or 
ctf 635-4321 
I I  
For Rent: 2 bedroom apt. In 5- 
plexton Haugland, Stove &, 
frldge, 11/= baths and 2 bedroom 
duplex with fir.apiece in 
basement in town. Phone 635- 
S213. (Ctf) 
49. Homes for Sale 
HOBBY I~ARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
bdrn~s., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on i/= acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped; 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open, to 
all reasonable offers. Call 635- 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends. (sit) 
For Sale: a good buyi 3 
bedroom non.basement home 
on 6Sx120 it. lot. Excellent 
location. $28,000. Furniture 
available. Phone 635.5339. (p9) 
Older 1200 sq. it. split.level,.3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter home. 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112-562-6651 
or 63S-7353 to view. (ctf) 
For Sale: house on S acres on 
the bench. Phone 6~54453. (ctf) 
FOR SALE. BUY Newt 
Waterfront cabin Lakelse Lake. 
2 bedroom 400 squai'e foot. Fully 
furnlshed, water system and 
bathroom. View lot on west side 
of lake. Deeded property. Phone 
564-7~4 after 7 p.m. c3 
Recreation or farming for sale: 
31/2 miles east of Cedarvale. 28 
acre - 1V= cleared. Organically 
used. Well Insulated A.frame 
cabin. Spring well, root cellar, 
electricity & telephone close by. 
$2S,000. Write G. Hlemstra, 2704 
Sparks, Terrace. Phone 635. 
5327. o3 
For Sale: 4 room summer cabin 
55. Property for.Sale 57. Automobiles 58. Mobile Homes 
II - I I 
For Sale: 80 acres with 25'x33' 
frame cabin and other out. 
buildings approx. 10 acres 
cleared In Rosswood. 20 miles 
north of Terrace, Phone 638.1763 
after 6 p.m. (c:22) 
For Sale: lot. Size 1~'x319'. Tax 
$150.,Legel lot30 OP parcel 1 DL 
615 PL 4,190. 2907 Skeona St., 
Terrace. WrLte: Harry, 16308- 
112th St., Edmonton, Alberta. 
(p6) 
56. Business Opportunity 
For Sale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good location. PY'iced to sell. 
~_~e ~t5.9471. (stf) 
57. Automobiles 
1972 Datsun 'Plck~p. 1974 
Datsun 2 door. 1973 Ford 
crewceb, 1973 Ford ~'~ ton. Call 
&10~36 or 2609 ~keena St. (ctf) 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
bus. Phone ¢IS.2400 til l 5 p.m. 
635.6937. evenings. (ctf) 
1974 Toyota Corona sedan. 4 
door, 7 radial tires oh rims, 
radio. Only 19,000 miles. Ex. 
cellent condition. ~-2621. 4701 
Hamer. (p4) 
For Sale: 450 Honda C.B,, new 
paint lob, custom handlebar.s. 
Sissy bar, new tires, headlight & 
baffery. Very good condition. 
Price $650. Phone 635-3359. 
(I)4,9,14) 
For Sale: 19/6 GMC I/= ton. 9,000 
miles. 4 winter tires and 4 
summer tires. Built.In cassette. 
Phone 635.2192. (1~) 
1967 Ford Farlaine500 2dr. H.T. 
Needs work. Asking $200. 635. 
4615. (c4) 
For Sale: 1975 Chevelle Mallbu 
classic 2 dr. P.S., P.B., auto, 
tape deck. Reasonable. Phone 
635.2691. (p4,9) 
For Sale: 1973 610 Datsun 4 
door. Excellent shape. Radio, ~ 8 
• track, rear speakers, new 
.studded tires mounted on rims. 
Phone 6354949. pS 
MUST SELL 
1970 Ford I/= ton in good con. 
dition. Some extras. Asking 
$1,700 but open to offers. For 
more Information phone 635. 
9635. (p3) 
For Sale: 1975 Mustang I I Math" 
I. 302, V-8. Very good ehape. 
Financing possible. Call 635. 
4636 daytime. 635-9797 eveplngs. 
(cff) 
For Sale: 1963 International V= 
ten. V-8 automatic. Phone 635- 
3370. ctf 
Im l l  II 
For Sale: 1962 Ford t/= ton. 
Bucket seats. Meg wheels. Best 
offer. 1972 Dodge Van. Partially 
camperlzed. Phone ~35.4328. 
(C3) 
For Sale: .1963 Marc dump 
truck. GVW 2400. Good running 
condition all way round. Asking 
$1000. Phone 635.4094 after 6. 
(cft) 
1969 Cougar XR7 hardtop. 
Stereo, P.B. & P.S. In good 
condition. Rubber Is A-1. Asking 
~lce $1200. Phone 635.5008. 
(C4) 
1973 Chevy V= ten pickup. 6 
cylinder, 3 speed. 1972 Chevy ~h 
ton pickup. 4)(4. 307, V0, 4 speed. 
1973 Datsun 610. Good mlleage 
car. 635.6880. (p11) 
1976 Datsun 280Z. Top condltlon. 
$6,500. Phone 631-1301. (c4) 
1972 International travelall for 
sale. Call 635.2483. (p4) 
1974 Bobcat. Standard" tran- 
smlssion, radial tires. $2,000. 
Phone 635.3175 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
little use. $800. (cff) 
TRAILER 
AND LOT 
FOR SALE 
1972 three bedroom Capawood 
set up and skirted on 7Sx200 
fenced lot. Joay shack Is In- 
sulated and wired. Make an 
offerl Phone 635-4454 affer 6. sff 
2 bedroom trailer for rent. 
Phone d3S.3202 or 635.23~. (cff) 
66. Campers 
For Sale: 19/1 Sporfscraft'ten~" 
trailer. Hardtop. 12Q Interior 
lights. Sleeps 6. 2 new fires, 
good spare. Call after 5 p.m. - 
635.9049. (c7) 
1974 Kaplan tent trailer. Hard" 
top. Hardly used. Sleeps 6. No 
stove or Icebox but can be built 
in. 635.2621. 4701 Hamer. (p4) 
14' Oasis trailer. New Interior, 
new glass, propane 4 .burner 
stove, electric frldge, propane & 
electric lights. Sleeps 8. Porte 
potty. Best offer $2400. Call 635- 
7746. (c6) 
For Sale: 10 ft. camper. Sleeps 
five- $1000. Coppertone 15 cu. ft. 
fridge & matching range. Both 
.in like new condition. Asking 
$450 for the paW. Phone 635.3152. 
1974 Mazda truck with camper. 68. Legal  
Low mileage & good condition. 
Phone after 4 p.m. 635-3408. 
(p3) 
58. T ra i le rs  
For Sale: 12x63 Diplomat. Easy. 
terms. 638-1277. '(P3) 
I FOR SALE 
10x42 Squire 2 bdrm. trailer 
and 10xS5 Sefeway three 
bdrm. trailer. Phone 
Take over payments on 12'x62' 
Ambassador mobile home. 
Large 2 bedroom low shack 
attached. 635.4789. (c7) 
1974 12"x60' two bdrm. mobile 
home. Includes washer, dryer. 
frldge & stove. Set up anc 
sk i r ted  at Terra, ca Trai ler 
Court. Asking $13,$00. 
(c3,7,12,17) 
For Rent: fully furnished 2 
bdrm. trai ler. Carpeted 
throughout. 12x60. Located at 
.3347 Kofoed. No animals. $225 
per month. Phone 635.2~t2. (p4) 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonfe 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 24x52 Safeway 
doublewide mobile home. 3 
bedroom, 11/2 baths, ut i l i ty 
room. Set up In Woodland 
Heights Trailer Court. Sacrifice 
I 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Grounds Maintenance - Terrace 
Courthouse for Maintenance of 
lawns and flower beds 
according to specifications at 
Terrace Courthouse; 4506 
Lakelse .Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
wi l l  be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister,  
Department of Public Works, t-  
o.foreman of Works, Ministry of 
Highways and Public Works, 
4827 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. up to 2 p.m., Friday, May 
13, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Highways and Public Works,' 
4827 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. on and after May 2, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
For Minister of ~ Public Work~; 
Parliament" Buildings, Victoria, 
B.C. fc3) 
VULCAN 
MACHINERY,& 
EQUIPMENT 
' and raspberry plants. Phone Rototilllng done with large 
tractor unit. Front end bucket 
for spreading soil or gravel. 
Thornhill area preferred. Phone 
 ,s 3478 . . . . .  
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No job too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, sprayte~x ceiling. 
Phone 635~4094 
635-2485. (p4) 
Price Skeena Forest Products. 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. X- 
marked • $20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy'- $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(ctf) 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable Items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635-3202 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
For Sale: spruce logs suitable 
~"" - - " - -  '~- ' - ' ' ~ for log houses. 635-2603. (c, ff) 
19. Help VVanted , 
REAL ESTATE 
SALESPEOPLE! 
EnloY the benefits of excellent 
climate, pleasant surroundings 
and friendly people and call if 
worki New faclllfles and rising 
market. Real Estate licencees 
apply to Bear Realty Ltd., Box 
607, Armstrong, B.C. cS 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi-  635.2242. (ctf. 
Help Wanted: Bank of Montreal 
-tellers. Part time and full time 
required. Experience required. 
Please phone 638.1131 for 
interview. Ask for Rick. (c3) 
Part time receptionist.typist 
required. Insurance and real 
estate experience preferred. 
Apply In person to Pruden & 
Cuttle or Braid Insurance, 
Terrace. (C11) 
m A,,TmES 
TO.C, 
OTH[R 
" ' T, TlflHK ABOUTIT 
SELLING 
Hay Straw 
Western Tack 
English Tack 
Grooming 
Equipment 
635-5617 
I I I 
Sansui amplifier. 32 walls RMS 
pro.linear turntable, large 3 
way speakers. Also dining room 
suite, Maytag dishwasher, 
chord organ. Phone 635.2621, 
4701 Hamer. (pS) 
For Sale: one set of car chains 
H78.15. 2 winter tires H78.15. 1 
winter tire 700.15. 8 mounted 
truck tire 100-20. 1 Kenmore 
stove. 1 front backhoe fire l lL .  
16 10 ply. Phone 635.7838. (ctf) 
37. Pets 
All types horses wanted. 635. 
5617. Cff 
38 Wanted. Misc. 
Wanted to Buy: set of camper 
Jacks. Phone 63S.6484 after 6 
p.m. I)5 
Wanted to buy: lackplne logs. 
Phone 635.2603. (ctf) 
June 1st. No pot~. 638-1786. (C4) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers only. 
Phone 635.~11. (cff) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 11/2 baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. ,Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 100 - 
4530 Scoff. (cff) 
I I  I I 
Cedar Place 
Apartments 
4631 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1,2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge 7/a stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area - 
sauna and pool table. Only 
apartment In town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
For 'Rent: '3 bedroom suite 
Frldge & Stove. Heat Included. 
No pots. 635-9471. (stf) 
I 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apartments. Office No. 
2-,1611 Scoff. One, two 
and three bedroom 
apartments. 
635-5224 
II 
For Rent: 2" bedroom suite. 
Beautiful, frldge & stove. 
Downtown. Close to school & 
hospital. Phone 635.7503. (p3) 
LOW RENTAL 
Bachelor suites available for 
persons 55 and over In "The 
Willows', 3404 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. Apply Terrace 
Community Services, 4603D 
Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635- 
5135. (c9) 
on lease lot on west side of 
Lakelse Lake. Road access. 200' 
lake frontage. Phone 63S.4252. 
(p4) 
F-~mlly home on one acre ~n 
Bench boasts 1000 sq. ft.. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more; Try 
your offer. 638.1790. cff ~ 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house. 
Carport, fireplace up & down, 
finished basement, landscaped, 
fenced, storag.e shed, trees. 4736 
Tuck Ave. 635.3093. (ctf) 
51. Business Locations 
For Rent: Ground floor com- 
mercial or office space. 4646 
Lakelsa. Phone 635.4925. (cff) 
I 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Approx, 600 if, of office space. 
Prime location. Phone 
635.2496 
(ctf) 
I 
5000 SO. FT. WAREHOUSE 
SPACE WiTH OR WITHOUT 
OFFICE SPACE. All or part. 
Very reasonable. Phone 635. 
7746. (c6) I 
I I I  
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
Manager 
(ctf) 
I I  II 
52. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED 
4 bedroom furnished or semi. 
furnished house out-of.town as 
soon as possible. Phone Allan at 
635.6357 after 2 p.m. (stf) 
50. Property for Sale 
C~e lot. 75'x160' with septic tank 
and water system for sale. In 
Woodland Heights Subdivision. 
Phone 635.2845. (p6) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell it, 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
63S-4373 
DL 00~5A 
~tf  
I 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tandem 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
635-7838 
ctf 
~:or Sale: 1974 Dodge tandem 
dump. 225 cat diesel, 14 yds. 
Numlnum box. 13 speed Fuller. 
34,000 'bogles. Low mileage. 
Truck & box weight 17,500 Ibs. 
Price $14,500. 1788 Upland St., 
Prince George. Phone 563.9146. 
(p4) 
For Saie: 1968 Mercury 1/2 ton. 
Phone 638.8276 after 6 p.m. 
(cft) 
For Sale: a 70 Ford I/2 ton for 
parts and a 67 Pontiac for parts. 
Phone 638.8276 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
REPOSSESSION FOR SALE" 
I.H.C. Tandem Dump Truck, 
1973 I.H.C. pickup, 1971 Ford 
Pinto, 1974 12x68 Vlste Villa 
N~blle Home. Phone 635.6310. 
After S. 635.9405. (ctf) 
1974 Ford 1 ton fiatdeck. Big 
motor, 4 speed, duals, low 
mileage. Asking $4200. Phone 
624.9494 collect, evenings. (p6) 
1970 4x4 Ford crewcab. $2200. I
yearling filly. 1972 Ford 1 ton 
tlatdeck. New motor $2300. One 
four horse, horse trailer. $750. 
Phone 635.7684. (p3) 
'For Sale: i971 Chrysler 
Newport 2 dr, hardtop. P.S. & 
P.B., radio, tape deck, new 
paint with low miles. Best offer. 
Also 1969 Chevelle 2 dr. hardtop. 
$800. And 1947 Dodge coupe • 
$200. Phone 635.3772. (p6) 
at $17,900. Owner being 
transferred. Call 635.5627 after 6 
p.m. (c12) 
For Sale: 8x42 one bedroom 
trai ler. Joey shack and 
detached shed on 1.78 acres 
leased land at Lakelse Lake. 
635.7740. (pS) 
GOssAN 
CREEK 
On 1.86 acre lot. 1100 sq. ft. of 
living area In this 12x43 mobile 
home with 14x43 addition. This 
home Is completely finished 
with a carport & patio doors 
lead from master bdrm. to a 
sundeck. 
Lot is landscaped, featuring 
established berries, f ru i t  
trees, lots of perennials, lawn 
& garden area. Also root 
cellar, garden shed, work 
shed, chicken pen. Taxes $50 
last yr. Washer, dryer, frldge, 
stove Included In the low price 
of $29,500. Phone 
635-2968 days 
635.7749 evenlngs 
(p2,3,4,8,9) 
LTD. 
Cowart Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
Phone: 564-0101" 
10ffers You: 
TREE FARMER 
KOEHRING-BANTA  
BOMAG 
LOED 
HYDRO-AX 
C.S. JOHNSON 
Centact: 
Garry Curtis 
Sales Representative 
Clearwater, B.C. 
Phone: 674-9692 
SOUTH SHORE LAKELSE 
WATERFRONT , 
Large well constructed 
summer cottage. Propane 
lights, stove and frldge. 
Deeded land . taxes S194. 
Contact any MLS Agent. 
$20,000, 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 CITY CENTRE, KITIMAT, B.C. 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston , 632.2815 
• D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.3668 
K.O. (Kay) Schooley 632.6692 
R.E. fEd) Sceife 632-6092 
I I I  III ~ I 
DUNN STREET 
A home with'the room for a 
large family. Electrical heat, 
Three bedrooms up, two 
bedrooms and family room 
down. $69,500. 
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Nixon- adm'=ts ly, ng" ' to combat Waterga| 
handled by his Republican ad- Nixon recalled that when he enough to admit mistakes, fine. You'rewantlng metosay that I United States, or at least with their resignation'. He said that 
"1 brought myself "down," 
said the 37th U.S. president, the 
first to relinquish the office. "1. 
gave 'em a sword and they 
stuck it in and they twisted it 
with relish." 
He added: "1 guess 'if I'd 
been In their position, I'd have 
done the same thing." 
He said he was not Involved 
in the break-in at Democratic 
party headquarters in the Wa- 
tergate buildings here June 17, 
1972, and said he had not par- 
tlcipated in or approved the 
payment of hush.money to the 
burglars. 
That is exactly what he said 
when trying to save his era- 
baffled presidency in the face of 
congressional impeachment 
res- 
olutions just before he resigned. 
MADE MISTAKES 
" i t  was so botched up," he 
said of the way Watergate was 
WASRINGTON (AP) - -  Rich. 
ard Nlxon broke his long silence 
on the Watergate polltlcal es. 
plonage scandal Wed- 
nesday 
night, conceding "! let down my 
friends, I let down the country, 
I let down our system of gov-' 
ernment." , 
But, 1,000 days after ~he re. 
signed the United States presi- 
dency In disgrace over the 
scandal, Nixon insisted he did 
not obstruct justice, that "1 did 
not commit, in my view, an Im- 
poaohable offence." 
In a paid-for interview with 
"IV personality David Frost, 
NIxon admitted he lied in some 
of his public statements while 
in c~fice and that he had consid- 
ered resigning in Apdl, 1973--15 
months before he did so. 
Nixon also said he does not 
believe he was the victim of a 
conspiracy to oust him. 
ministration. "1 made so many 
bad judgments; the worst ones, 
mistakes of the heart, rather 
than the head." 
Frost and Nlxon got tangled 
in legalisms over what con- 
stltutes obstruction of lustlce 
and Nixon called the inter. 
viewer "attorney for the prose- 
cution." 
That is the way Frost's staff 
had characterized his inter- 
rogation of Nixon are  rented 
house near 5an Clemente, Calif. 
One researcher said the Inter- 
view was designed as a substl-. 
lute for the trial Nixon never 
had. 
Frost asked Nlxon to admit to 
wrongdolng, to abuse of his of- 
rice and to say "1 put the 
asked for the resignations of his 
top aides, H. R. Haldeman and 
John Ehrllchman in late April, 
1973, he considered resigning 
too. Bu~, he said, he stayed in 
office because of his concerns 
about U.S. approaches to China 
and the Soviet Union and the 
If they want me to get down 
and grovel on the floor, No. 
Never." 
QUESTIONS CIA 
He said he deep not believe 
there was a conspiracy against 
him, but declared: "1 don't 
know what the CIA (Central In- 
Vietnam peace agreement, telllgence Agency) had to do. 
"1 Just didn't make mistakes Some of their shenanigans have 
inthis period," NIxon said, add. yet to be t~l~l, according, to a 
ing that with he pressures of book I rea'~l re~cently. '' 
Neither,-h~' said, does he investigations by Congress and 
Watergate prosecutors "1 said 
things that were not true." 
For that, he said, he has deep 
regret. 
" I t  snowballed. And, it was 
my fault. I'm not blaming any- 
body else," he added. " i 'm sim- 
ply saying to you that as far as 
I'm concerned, I not only regret. 
know what was going on in 
what he called "the impeach- 
ment lobby." 
Nlxon said he might have won 
in a Senate Impeachment trial, 
but that would have 4eft the 
country without a full.time 
president. 
"1 have impeached myself, 
participated in an illegal cover- responsibility for the law en. 
up? No." forcement . . .  that I did not 
Much of the Frost interview meet that responslbllity . . . .  
concerned the meeting Nixon "1 came to the edge, and un. 
had with the counsel to the der the circumstances, I would 
president, John Dean, in the have to say that a reasonable 
Oval Office of the White House person could call that a cover. 
on March 21, 1973--the day up. I didn't intend it as a cover. 
when Dean lald out for him the up. Let me say, if I intended to 
deep cover-up involvement of 
Nixon's top aides In the so. 
called "cancer on the presi. 
dency" speech. 
SHIRKED HIS DUTY 
Said Nixon: 
"During that period, I will ad. 
mat, that I started acting as 
lawyer for their detente. I will 
admit that acting as lawyer for 
their defence, I was not prose. 
curing the case. 
"1 will admit that during that 
cover up, believe me, I'd a done 
it. 
"You know how I could a 
done it? So easily. I could have 
done it immediately after the 
election simply by glvlno cle. 
mency to everybody and the 
whole thing would have gone 
away. 
"1 couldn't do that because I 
said 'Clemency was wrong.' " 
HE CRIED 
Nixon told of his meeting at 
he cried then, for 'he first time 
since President wight Eison. 
hower died. 
Nixon recallec his meeting" 
with congresslon~ leaders just 
before he annou :ed his own 
resignation. He s id Represen- 
tative Lee Arem , an -illinois 
Republican, was shaking and 
sobbing, along . ith half the 
other people in tl" room. 
"Just can't "and seelng 
somebody else ~ y, and that 
ended it for me," Ixon said. "'1 
sort of cracked ~ ); started to 
cry; pushed my c }IT back, and 
then I blurted It o ", and I said: 'I'm sorry. I Just )pe I haven't 
let you down.' Th • said it all. I 
had. 
The friendly n, ghbout. "1 
/ 
m~in power station voted 
Wednesday to Join a strike by 
Protestant militants seekingto 
peralyse this British territory. 
Meanwhile, violence flared in 
East Belfast. 
An electrical blackout would 
be a major coup for strike or. 
ganizers, who are trying to 
force the British into an all-out 
offensive against Rohtan Catho- 
lic militants. 
A union oftlcal at the Belly. 
lumford generating station said 
he was awaiting Instructions 
from the Protestant United Un. 
ion Actionist Council (UUAC) 
on when to let the .plant run 
ULUEe. Pc er worker str.ik u.N. SEAT LIKELY e FOR VIETNAM SE ' C IA  involvement 
• w PARIS *AP) -~ The United search '°r American military p i  g W h  al=enates Cathol,cs States agreed Wednesday to men missing in the Vietnam dum n =tla drop its opposition to Vietnam s war and the Carter adminls- 
entry into the United Nations. trafion believes Ih the unlver- Sydney lawyer--who later dis- 
BELFAST (AP) - -  Tech. There a're four other power VIolence erupted in East Bal- The U.S. alsosaid it will drop missed the Labor government 
nlclans at ' Northern Ireland's stations in N(Fthern Ireland, all .faston Wednesday when British its embargo on trade with Viet- of Prime Minister Gough WhAt- 
smaller. And officials said if the troops were called to break up earn as part of a package deal lain. 
Ba I l y lumford  s ta t ion  street barricades et by by the forestabllshingdlplomatlcrela- Kerr dismissed Whitlam on 
were Ulster Detente Association tlons with Hanoi "as soon as November 11, 1975, during a 
closed, most of Northern Ire- (UDA), the largest of the Prot- possible." constituional crisis. 
land would be without eleo estent street armies. A U.S. spokesman sald the 
trlclty. ~ A three-hour runping skiT- United States has decided not to 
Roman Catholic mllltents, mish exercise Its veto of Vietnam's 
claiming to represent 500,000 occurred after the UDA stole UN membership again regard- 
Catholics in Northern Ireland, dozens of' trucks and cars and less of progress in the talks. He 
are seeking to end British rule baton.wlelding officers tried to said the decision was made be- 
and unite the territory with the clear streets, cause Hanoi co.operated in the 
Irish republic to the south. 
MAKE DEMANDS 
Strike leaders, claiming to 
represent the one million Prot- 
estants, are demandlng resur- 
rectlon of the Protestant-con- 
American people through two it; I indicated my own beliefs in that speaks for itself," he said. period, rather than acting pri- Camp David, Md., with Halde. I hood exercise 
years of needless agony and I this matter when I resigned. "By resigning, that was a vol- madly In my role as the chief man and Ehrlichman in late ~1 
apologize for that." People didn't think it was u n t a r y im peachment.., law.enforcement officer in the April, 1973, when he asked for awt~ 
' AUSTRALIA 
salityof the United Nations. CANBERRA (Reuter) -- A 
• A communique on the talks former Australian cabinet man. 
issued by the Vietnamese dele- Ister alleged Wednesday that 
gallon made clear, however, the U.S. Central Intelligence 
that Hanoi feels the U.S. prom- 
Ise to drop the veto also is part 
of over-all negotiations for es- 
tablishing normal relations be- 
tween the two governments. In 
a d d I t I o n ,  the Viet- 
namese 
pressed for U.S. contributions to 
repairing war damage. 
Trudeau globe-trott,ng 
Agency (CIA)was~meddllng in 
Australian government affairs, 
and that an American secret 
agent had links with Governor~ 
General Sir John Kerr. 
Former  im.migrat lon  
minister 
Clyde Cameron made the alle- 
gations during a parliamentary 
debate in which Prime Minister 
Malcolm Fraser denied that his 
Liberal party had received 
funds from the CIA for the past 
10 years. 
"The CIA Is not only seeking 
to subvert officials and mem- 
bers of the trade union move. 
ment, but Is actually concerning 
itself in the affairs of the gov- 
ernment . itself," Cameron 
said. 
He did not name Kerr but 
said a CIA agent had struck up 
an assoclationnln the 1950s with 
a groupwhich included a young 
Whitlam, speal ng for the op- 
position, called I r urgent par- 
liamentary scru ~y of foreign 
Intelligence acti ities in Aus- 
down. But a government trolled Ulster parliament. The spokesman said oanagement British suspended the parlla. By STEPHEN ScoTT Canadian officials Insist this who received red carpet treat- 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Prime MIn- Is a purely economic meeting ment. 
armed to keep the plant going, ment four years ago. IsleT Trudeau leaves today for a despite statements from U.S. RUSSIAN ROULETTE nine.day trip during which he President ~Jimmy Carter that SPEAK WITH LEADERS 
will attend .two international such things as human rights The prime minister will hold UNITY conferences and make lnformal will bo discussed, dlscusslonswith various world WITH NATIONAL visits to two countries. Talks --Attend the ftrst day of the leaders during off days, per- 
OTTAWA (CP)"  Federalists " i f  Qu~becers could be con- will Include everything from North Atlantic Council-- hapsas many as four in London 
Io English Canada should speak vlnced that some kind of eco: world economic health to Que- political and more in France. 
outnowagainst PaTti Quebecois nomic association were hec politics, arm of the North Atlantic Hewlllbeaccompaniedmuch 
proposals for an economic com- feasible, Between now and May 14 the Treaty Organization--with of the way by either Finance 
mon market with an Independ. a greater proportion of thepop- prime minister will: . most Minister Donald Macdonald or 
ent Quebec, says Senator Mau- ulation would support this pro- --Make a brief a visit to, Ice- of his fellow leaders Tuesday. External Affairs Minister Don 
rice Lamontagne, a former fed- posal, he added, land where he will be sight- --Visit France next Thursday Jamieson, or both. 
eral cablnetminlster. ,, ;!f (~,eb(~(~,Pr.e, mip.re j~en~,~,er seeing and holding official talks and Friday. and lunch with Jamieson will hold private WINNIPEG (CP) - -  The 
Unitod Steelworkers of America 'Lamonl~agne, wh();'wa's 's:tats v~;que;'couldpr'op;ose-suchaso- I~rlday.~ ~-~, ........... : " :  . . . . . . .  P re  s i d e n t Va le ry  talks today with S. S,'Ramphal, 
secretary in the Pearson gov- lution and demonstrate that it Is --Attend the Western summit Giscard headofthe Commonwealth, and paid tribute Wednesday to WII- 
eminent, said Wednesday that acceptable to the rest of the with the heads of the United d'Estalng. The trlp follows on Friday with U.S. Secretary 
any sign that Canadians mlght country, he could at least save States, France, Britain, West closely on the heels of one by of State Cyrus Vance and Japa- Iiam Mahoney, retirln'g after 21 
eccept such an economic assocl- face in a referendum and per- Germany, Italy and Japan in ClaudeMorln, Quebecmlnlster nese Foreign Minister lichiro years as natlonal dlrector of the 
ation with Quebec would give haps continue the current pe- London Saturday and Sunday. of Intergovernmental affairs, Hatoyama of Japan. big industrial union. 
the PaTti Quebocois a strong Tied of uncertainty for years, 
boost in a Quebec referendum ' Lamontagne said. CO N FED ERATIO N TALKS, 
on lndependence. Smith sald Quebec ministers for western premiers 
TheformerLavalUnlversity have declared that Quebec mi- - Closed sessions 
professor and senior public seT- noTifies cannot decide to stay In 
vent was elaborating on com- Canada 4f the provlnce decides 
ments he made earlier in a te leave Confederation. BRANDON, Man. CP Quebec. committee discussion on na- . "Should the federc'il govern- Premiers from the four western Alberta Premier Peter ownershiPManitoba Ofh sthe hardwaresigned anaan speciaIPrairieSrequestWill be ofdiscussedthe Manitobaat the 
lionel unityat a Canadian Club ment accept on our behalf the provinceswillbetaklnga broad Lougheed has expressed in- agreement with the ' federal government. 
meeting here. heads.l-win-tails-you-lose look at the state of Con- retest in following up a speech government permitting this, Saskatchewan is hoping to 
Arnold Smith, forme'r Com- dec- federation wh.en they begin two Prime Minister Trudeau made subject to an independent rate come away from the meeting 
monwea l th  secretary -  trine? I suggest not." days of closed meetings today, in Winnipeg last month, review, with a feed-rationing plan for 
general, H.H. Griffln, a former mem- Discussions will focus not Trudeau made a comparison The Canadian Radio- drough.sfricken areas. 
said in lhe same cllscussion that beT of the Canadian transport only on the implications of between Quebec's concerns Television and Telecom- Other issues apt to be 
the federal government should commission, was critical of the Quebec separatism, butalso on about French language and munlcatlon favours private discussed include tariffs, 
nat"play Russian roulette with committee members for notdis- jurisdictional problems bet- cultureandthewest'seconomlc ownership, freight rates, ports and air 
our national unity" by saying cussing Western alienation In ween the federal government grievances, and said the PaTti The premlers are to receive a services. 
that any Quebec referendum the national unity discusslon, and the provinces, the con- Quebecois' challenge to unity report from a special cam- 
should be clear and final. The discussion had Indicated stitutionand grievances usually might allow the west as well as miftee which has been working SECOND MORTGAGES 
Smith, now a Carleton Univer- "an airy dlmissal of the rest of described by the term "wester Quebec to get better deals from on constitutional matters for a 14.9% 
sity professor, said he hopes re- Canada." There was a feeling alienation." Confedei"atlon. 
ports are incorrect that Prime in the West that "the country is Manitoba's Ed Schreyer and Premier Bill' Bennett of year.The r st of the meeting is to on amounts over $8.000 
Minister Trudeau has taken being run for the benefitof Que- Allan Blakeney of Saskaf3, Br.itish Columbia has made no be devoted to issues of prime FAST SERVICE 
that position, bec and that the public service chewan have broached the ~ statement about what he ex- concern to Western Canada.. i Nobonus. brokerage 
REJECT INDEPENDENCE is not open to their sons and possibility of a study on the pects from the meeting, but is Emmett M. Hall is to give the or finder's fees 
daughters." effects of Quebec Independence believed to be interested in premiers a briefing on his I Household Realty 
Lamontagne sald he believes Lamontagne said that in his on Western Canada. areas of disputed federal- report to the federal govern- !Come on in or call the neares} 
QUOTES CABLE 
Earlier Wednesday, Whltlam 
had said he did not thlnk the 
CIA had anything to do with 
Kerr's action, but Cameron said 
the dismissal took place one 
day after the CIA had cabled its 
concern about Whltlam ex- 
posing its activities in Aus- 
tralia. 
The Sydney Sun newspaper 
Wednesday quoted former CIA 
agent Victor Marchetti as say. 
ing the agency gave money to 
the Liberal party and its coali- 
tion partner, the National Coun- 
try Party. 
Fraser told Parliament that 
"the Liberal party does not ac- 
cept funds under these clrcum. 
stances and never did do so." 
tralla. 
In another evelopment, 
Whit- 
lam said in a t, avision Inter- 
view that' A ;trallan -In- 
telligence agenfi had operated 
against he Allen e government 
in Chile on behal of the CIA. 
AGENTS ACTIV 
The former p me minister 
said that when I s Labor gov- 
ernment gained )ower at the 
end of 1972, it st :ped Austral- 
ian agents he sa I were ecflng 
as proxies for t e CIA in de. 
stabilizing the C Ilean govern. 
ment. 
The controver s over alleged 
CIA activities w~ provoked by 
statements by b ;. cede clerk 
Christopher Boy( at his espion. 
age trial m Lo.' Angeles last 
week that the as ncy operated 
a majer underco ;r network In 
Austrellam 
RETIRING PRESIDENT 
Steel honors Mahor ey 
job.creating hal s on tax.in. 
centives to prlva . Industry. 
"And they sti cling to the 
controls which h; ,e not worked 
and have the ne~ 'e to say it Is 
up to labor t.o g e assurances 
and make sacr ices because 
this discrlmlnat "y apparatus 
cannot be dlsas~ ~bled." 
A major item n the agenda 
is labor's paTti Jpatlon, with 
business and g mrnment, in 
joint economic I: tuning. Some 
union leaders op )se parflclpa. 
flon of the Caned .n Labor Con- 
gress in the th .~-way talks, 
saying the CLC ;ells out the 
workers by co-( ,eratlng with 
business and g( ernment--la- 
bar's traditional ramies. 
The question o Quebec inde. 
pendence was mentioned 
briefly 
in the director's "eport to the 
convention. 
Mahoneysaid ~ ion members 
can play a malo role In keep- 
ing the country together be- 
cause "though :fferences In 
languages and cL toms may di- 
vide us, we aT( united by a 
much greater nL ~ber of com- 
mon causes." 
"1 can't think of steel without 
thinking of Bill Mahoney and I 
can't imagine what It will be 
like without him," said John 
Barker, a long-time union col- 
league from Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ont. 
Mehoney was given a stand- 
ing ovation after he opened the 
union's three-day policy con. 
ventlon by criticizing the fed- 
eral government for its failure 
to end the anti-inflation pro. 
gram and record high unem- 
ployment. 
Mahoney, 60, who plans to re. 
tire from his union post June 1, 
has been approached by the 
federal government o take a 
seat in the Senate. 
A little more than a month 
ego he was given a standing 
ovation at a Liberal'party pal. 
icy convention in Toronto when 
he said he would speak out In 
favor of voluntary wage re. 
slraint. 
Mahoney told representatives 
of 197,000 Canadian steel- 
workers Wednesday the govern- 
ment admitted its inadequacy 
when it brought down the 
March 31 budget which pinned 
Quebecers would reject inde- experience in Ottawa, West- Both premiers havesald they.  provincial jur,sdiction, ment about railway branch-line ! office of Household Finance (11  IRACE)  
pendence bye ,,substantlaima. erners werewell represented in would not support an economic Communications policy is one abandonment. SCHOOL DISTIIIIR N0,  N 
iority.,, the civil serv'ice, association with a separate of these areas, with the Thereport, of specjal interest i Ask for Mortgage Services 
ownership of cable televiscon to Prairie farmers, r Js to be 4608 Lakelse Avenue aRd 
Saskatchewan finance minister hardware a major issue, tabled in the Commons, May 16. TERRACE 00MMUNITlr Manitoba and Saskatchewan Drought conditions on the 635-7207 
have argued in favour o!,public ' , . NORTHWEST OI  LLEGE 
urges end to fiscal controls CO JL  O'~l~qe ~)~j [ j~  ~ '~ ef r.equJre a 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Saskatche- bound by detailed guides, priceleaders hould be required 
wan's finance minister, Walter Moral suasion would ensure to give advance notice of Part-time Go.ord,nator of Adult | luoation 
Smtshek, urged the federal gov" its_effe~timVle~l:~S'adde d that a plannedincr.eases. ' in the Terraoe Area 
ornmcnt today to end man. t~ulr ~ , ~ "  " ~ 1 1 ~  '~ l lml l l l i l imB J - -  . ! ' . - -  J~  llk-qrt'alkl~db 
datory pay and price controls smallnumber°fc°mpanlesinNDP He opposed sefllng up !.4mlliEUl   Immediately because con. selected industries like steel,, clal or regional monitoring 
tlnuIng fertilizer and lumber that are agencies. . ,, The Co.ord inator  is respons ib le  to a Jo i t  School 
AWAI - - - - - - - -  '" .... .Board .Co l lege  Commit tee  fo r  the i: creat ion,  
thanthemgoodtothe"Will brlngcanadlanmOre harmecon. "" '" ~i'" ' /  "" " . . . .  D ISTR ICT  admin is t ratg)n  and superv is ion of te Adul t  
amy." Educat ion Programs in the Ter race  AI :a. There 
He said the poslttve effects of GRIT DEFECTION SATURDAY the program ha already !1 B/IV 7th, 19T/ $ I,M. to 12 Noon m.  also be minor duties in relatio to Con- 
reached a maximum. There OTTAWA (CP) - -  Two Que- hicletopromolethe interests of ' t inuing Educat ion P rograms at  I o r lhwest  
were no further benefits to be bec Liberal backbenchers who Quebec. , Skeena Junior Secondary 6ymnasium, 3411 Munroe, Terrace Communi ty  College. 
had from continuing them. had expressed interest In join. Broadbent has said he would 
Speaking to a federal.provln- Ing the New Democratic Party welcome the two Into the party clal finance ministers' confer- have talked with NDP Leader and praisedtheir abilities. F O B  S .Z~I~] I~ ~I~.S ] IS  • ]F ] [ ]~ r~ ( [~( I ]~[ ]1~ ]1~.~] [~ Appl icants should have the ski l ls  and e per ience necessary to develop and co.ord inate an Adul t  
ence on controls, Smlshek said Ed Broadbent, but havedeclded Joyal is a member for the Educat ion Program.  Qua l i f i ca t ions  as i teacher  
the danger of a new burst of to remain, at least temporarily, Montreal-arearldlngof'Malson- 
Inflationary pressures when with the Liberals. neuve-Rosemontand DeBanels are  not necessary for  th is  posit ion. 
controls end has been over. An official In Broadbent's of- member for the Gaspe riding of WE HAY E: 
stated. There is enough slack in rice said today the NDP leader Matane. Hand Irons $2,00 each The sa la ry  to be paid is $8,000,00a year  
the economy now to ensure that had met Serge Joyal and Pierre 
.there "wilt not be excessive De Bane last week and that no The two have expressed dis., Singer Sewing Machines $60.00 each 
wageand price demands, future meetings had been satisfaction with the Liberals Spir i t  Dup l i ca tor  $15.00 each Appl icants  please app ly  w i th  resume a d names 
The controls program Is scheduled. He refused to state before, singling out what they School Desks (Limited Number) $3.00 each of references by May  8, ~ '77 to: 
scheduled to run until the end the Issues discussed, b e I I • v e d were  
of 1978, unless the finance mln. Earlier this week, Joyal and " inadequate Isters agree to rift It earlier. De Bane said they did not find guards for the linguistic sur- Open to bid is the following miscellaneous equipment: Mr. F.M. Hamilton 
For the post.controls period, the Liberal party leftist enough vivel of French.Canadians. The 1 new garage door - -  3 electric kitchen ranges - -  calculator District Superintendent of Schools 
Smlshek urged Ottawa to ap. to suit their political tastes, latest round of discontent was eleclric adding machines --  16 mm prolectors - -  casseffe recorder School District No. 8B reTrace) 
point e broadly.based national While they said they felt some ' started by the defection of AI. ~ drum set - -  Gestetner tax 460 
monitoring agency over pay attraction to the NDP, they did berta MP Jack HorneT to the 
and price rises. The. agency not see the party, whlch has no Liberal cabinet from the Pro. Items on Display and Bids taken on Saturday. Successful bidders to ,Trace, B.C. ~SeG 4B5 
would have no legal enforce- Quebec seats, as the best re. gresslveConservaflveporty, be not i f ied Monday ,  May  9th, 1977 
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WHERE WEEK 
Dislocations abound in Sands boom town 
Both companies have their .said. "Men on ;~e r .,: are at- 
own housing construction pro." tracted to Fbrt McMurray by 
grams and offer career employ- 
ees unusually good terms, 
which may include not having 
to make a deposit. 
R CM P Inspector James 
Quinn, 36, says the expanding 
population has brought a rise In 
crime figures and in 1976 there 
was a 3S-per-cent increase over 
the previous year. 
CRIME INCREASES 
From 1972 to 1976, he said, 
there was a lOB-per.cent in- 
crease in Criminal Code cases. 
"We have our fair share of 
shootings and stabbings and as- 
saults in town," the inspector 
said. "And I mainly lust hear 
rumors about the 7,000.man 
Syncrude camp. 
"1 heard one fellow walked" 
off with $50,000 from a card 
game recently and most week- 
ends somebody loses their pay 
cheque." 
Qulnn said undercover agents 
had flushed out some profes- 
slonal cheats. 
Every day a warrant arrives 
at the RCMP office asking for 
the arrest of somebody wanted 
in Canada or the U.S. 
"We get quite a few, but often 
they have moved on," Quinn 
existing mining and extraction 
methods. 
' Another 200 billion barrels are 
located too deep for mlnlng. But 
maior oil companies are carry. 
ing out experiments to develop 
the deep reserves by the "in- 
situ" method, which reduces 
the viscosity of the bitumen and 
then pumps it to the surface. 
"We have a population of 
about 18,000 now," said the S4. 
year.old mayor. "But when 
Syncrude starts operations next 
spring we .will have a popu. 
• laflon of about 31,000. 
SEES BREAKTHROUGH 
"1 believe there will be a 
breakthrough in the in-situ 
method and perhaps as many 
as five plants might open up in 
this area. 
"1 think Fort McMurray will; 
always remain the centre of op- 
erations and we could be look- 
ing at a city of 100,000 people in 
a few years." 
Great Canadian Oil Sands 
Ltd. (GCOS) began oil-sands 
mining operations in 1967 and 
produces about 50,000 barrels of 
synthetic rude oll a day. 
Syncrude Canada Ltd., nDw 
under construction, will~ 
produce 
52,000 barrels a day when oper- 
the relative isolation and by the 
money that can be made in the 
camps." 
Welder Grog Craig, 27, from 
.Sudbury, Ont., said the police 
mlssed three women who 
passed th0"ough town from 
Prince George recently and of- 
fered their own kind of special 
service. 
"1 sat with them in a hotel 
bar and" they got business as 
fast as they could blink their 
eyes. They charged up to $100 
for thelr company~r $500 for 
the night." 
PRICES STABILIZE 
Peter Duffy, publisher of Fort 
McMurray Today, the town's 
dally newspaper, said shop 
prices had stabilized since a 
5afeway store opened in town 
and charged Edmonton 
prices. 
"If  you weren't fast,,.you 
could flnd yourself short of lust 
about anything before that," he 
said.t 
He said he had called one of 
the town's two dentists.and was 
told it would be five months be- 
fore he could h~ve an appoint- 
ment. 
By NICK LEES 
FORT McMURRAY, Alta. 
~CP) -- Men earn Sl,000 a week 
and lose their pay cheques in 
~:trd ~am,, , It is a h ideout  for 
r;i,.,n an ll-? run from all over 
Canada. 
Twice as many residential 
units are under constructionas 
now exisL It takes five months 
to get a dental appointment. 
You have to be seriously ill to 
get one of the 54 beds in the he 
Capt. Billy Bird, 70, says all 
those things are true in this 
Athabasca oil sands boom town 
?20 miles northeast of Edmon. 
ton. 
"1 have "~,en the bcems come 
,nd go, '  :;a~d, Billy. "Salt . . . 
lumber . . .  river barges. But 
this one is here to stay. 
Chu~k Knight, the town's six- 
bet-three mayor, predicts the 
town could become the prov- 
:nce's third largest city in a few 
'ears. 
The bitumen in the sands, 
Knight said, is Canada's largest 
known energy reserve and will 
have to be mined. 
Some 100 billion barrels are 
*hought to be recoverable by 
ations begin, and by 1982, when 
the plant reaches full capacity, 
125,000 barrels a day. 
Knight said the growth has 
meant that the present popu- 
lation is paying for future de- 
velopment and taxes might end 
up the highest In Canada. 
"Unless the federal and pro- 
vlnclal governments step In and 
help those who are going to 
bring untold revenues to gov- 
ernment coffers, I think some 
people will eventually leave 
town," he said. 
BUlEDING IN BUSH 
Garry Shantz, regional co-or- 
dlnatdr in the northeastern Al- 
berta Commissioner's of- 
rice, 
said land that was bush six 
months ago is being built on 
nOW. 
. His latest figures show that 
there are 5,400 residential units 
in the town--lncluding houses, 
apartments and trailers--and a
• further 9,258 are under con- 
struction. 
"Housing is impossible to get 
in this town unless you work for 
• GCOS or Syncrude and get one 
of their deals," said welder 
Wolfgang Hlnkelman; 43, from 
Vancouver. 
FOLLOWING P i V ICTORY 
=ErnigEration looms as future . . . . . .  
n glish-speaking Quebeckers 
elsewhere in the area to find 
work, will be. 
SEE LITTLE FUTURE 
Two of~ Leavifl's children, 
who are in their 20s, say they 
are considering leaving Quebec 
because they feel there is little 
future for anglophones in the 
provlnce. Many other people 
born in the area ha~Je left the 
province because of high 
unemployment. 
- Local real estate agen~ts ay 
listings in the area are up 
slightly" this year over last. 
English-speaking residents are 
doing all the selling; fran. 
cophones the buying. 
They say sales have slowed 
because many people have 
decidecl to walt and see what the 
future holds before making a 
major-purchase. Land prices 
have remained stable so far. 
Rex Davis, 91, says everyone 
in Quebec should be bilingual 
and that failure of the English 
school system to teach English- 
speaking Quebeckers the 
second language is the root of 
today's tensions. 
Davis, who still runs a small 
dairy farm, argues that 
billngualism does not mean the 
end of the French culture "and 
if the French value their ways, 
they'll keep them." 
• BILINGUALISM NEEDED 
Dora Parker, 57, has lived in 
Glenn Sutton for about one year. 
She says the only way the 
language policy will affect her 
is if it makes the stock market 
drop because she lives on in. 
come from investments. 
She agrees with the Parti 
Quebecols gover|lment's policy 
that French should play a 
larger role in the work place but 
argues that without a bilingual 
school system many children 
will be stuck in a "French 
ghetto." 
Mrs. Parker says so many 
Canadian industries are con- 
trolled by American Interests 
that the people at the fop of the 
corporate ladder will have to be 
bil ingual and" unllingual 
French.speaking Quebeckers 
will remain afthe bottom of the 
system. 
.Kai Poulsen has had a cottage 
in Glenn Sutton since 1959 and 
has put off plans to move his 
small Montreal-based custom 
furniture business. 
HIT BY SLOWDOWN 
Poulsen says small 
businesses have been extremely 
hard hit by a spending 
slowdown since the election of 
the Parti Quebecols last fall and 
uncertainty surrounding the 
language policy won't do 
anything to stabilize the 
situation. 
" I t  seems to have been 
forgotten that it wtlrbe hard to 
be masters in our own house 
when American creditors own 
them," he says. "We only own 
service industries; 'the 
Americans pretty much control 
the rest.  
"English.speaking 
Quebeckers and Canadians 
must keep out of this. This Is 
something foe "the French- 
Canadlan~ to" .decide because 
it's their 'destiny." ' 
Some Glenn Sutton residents 
like Grover Larocque say they ' 
resent the provincial govern- 
ment plans to impose a culture 
on them when the •British 
allowed the French to keep 
theirs after their defeat. 
The 67-year.old dairy farmer, 
English-speaklng descendant Of 
French forebears, says, " I f  the 
English had been as mean after 
they won at the Plains of 
Abraham, there wouldn't be 
any French culture around 
to, lay to protect." 
The farmers who first settled 
this hamlet in the Eastern 
Townships some 200 years ago 
had to claw a living from rocky, 
uneven land in logging and 
dairy farming. Today, the 
area's rugged beauty is slowly 
turnlng It into a resort area. 
By ~,A I{ IAN~-  51/~,MUNb 
GLENN SUTTON, Que. (CP) 
In this tiny anglophone 
community, 70 miles south of 
; ~ontreal, people kid each other. 
~oout when they're leaving. 
Should they depart now before 
the stampede drives down land 
prices or laler when the Ontario 
government sets up refugee 
camps? 
~-~o far. ~uch nervous ioking 
appears to be the only response 
to the Quebec' language bill, 
v:hich nutllnes proposals to 
K~:serve tt,e French culture of 
,;tuebec. 
I ,~" ':~;'; : :':e E ,H 'vc ,  ne else a l l  
.,¢er ~he province people here 
are waiting 1o see what comes 
of it," says Lyle Leavift of the. 
proposal to make French the 
working language of the Quebec 
government, courts and 
business. 
Leavitf, a farmer In his mld- 
60s, represents the 130 or so 
people of Glenn 'Sutton on the 
town council in nearby Suffon. 
His family have lived on the 
same land since they migrated 
to "the Glenn" from New 
Hampshire after the American 
Revolution of 1776. 
NO PREVIOUS PROBLEMS. 
"People here have always 
lived close to the French," he 
says. "We've Intermarried and 
always lived together with no 
problems. We didn't have much 
time to worry aboutthis culture 
business because we were foe 
busy pulling together for, sur- 
vival." 
In its heyday 75 years ago or 
so, Glenn Sutton boasted a 
population of 800, a cheese 
factory, sawmill and Engtlsh 
schoo!. Now there is no industry 
and most permanent residents 
are either pensioners or dairy 
farmers, usually in their 60s. 
Like Leavifl,' most residents 
say their roots go too deep for 
them ever to leave the Glenn. 
Few will be directly affected by 
the language bill. But their 
children, who have had to go 
New limits for car makers" I 
. o   'ust damage for 5 years 
salt to be effective in melting 
ice and it isn't widely used. 
"We're never going to get a 
car that will remain completely 
rust free," said. one official. 
"But we're not going to leave 
the Issue alone" 
Backgi~durld I~aPers prepbred ~ 
by consumer department offi- 
cials Indicate •that the tech. 
nology for turning out cars 
more resistant to rust, such as 
Increased use of galvanized 
steels, has existed for some 
time but "corrosion resistance 
techniques vary from produc- 
tion llne to production line." 
Boxes and crevices in the car 
body deslgn that allow salt and 
water to accumulate and cor- 
rode the metal are another 
problem the department says 
• can I~ solved. 
Thank You 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace would like 
to thank the following firms for the donation of equipment and 
the drivers for their time: 
., ,FIRM EQUIPMENT 'OPERATOR 
Ran King & Sons ' Truck Stan Keri 
J.W. Tayloi Construction Ltd. Cat Jim Taylor 
Gordon Dixon Truck Lars Anderss0n 
B.C. Telephone Cat Woody Larsen 
Finning Tractor & Equip. Ltd:, Loader Curly Hofflin 
Murray & Bradford Truck boo Anderson 
By JOHN FERGUSON 
OTTAW/~. (CP) --  Consumer 
/*tlairs Mir,ister Tony Abbott 
will announce minimum rust re- 
sisfa~ce st,-~dards for the auto 
,~ .:;ush/ F,Jday, gcJernment 
:;~;~lrces say. 
T h e new "anti.  
; u;'ro:;; off 
code," thought to be the first 
ever laid down in North Amer. 
:t:i, wc, i~Id .~,:t mh',irn,Jm levels 
, rus'~ -esistance to be 
¢;¢hieved immediately by the in- 
d u s f r y .  Tougher standards 
',~ould De phased in during the 
next few years. 
The standards will be aimed 
..; r~±achin!: -~(:lc~al :~c.l by Abbott 
i,Jst fall when he said "no car 
st~ould be rusted out under five 
,/ears," one source said. 
The problem of rusted autos 
has been given top In the con- 
sumer affairs department 
which 
has received more than 5,000 
complaints about rusting, sec- 
ond only to complaints about 
food pr i ces . . .  
, Last December, Abbott held a 
meeting" in Toronto with the 
four major auto manufacturers 
as well as car importers and 
told thorn to get serious about 
rust or face possible legislation. 
' ADDS TO COSTS 
His department has 
estimated 
corrosion adds about $200 a 
year in depreciation to cars in 
Eastern Canada where salt is 
extensively used In winter. The 
• problem is not as great in the 
West where winter tempera- 
tures are generally too low for 
Vic Froese Trucking 
Terrace International 
Don Hull & Sons Ltd. 
Ace Disposals 
• Truck Ernie Fmese 
Truck Bush, Earl 
T[uck Fred Lampbright 
Sanitation pick-up Austin Stroud 
These people helped build a new drainap field for the, 
Kinsmen Kiddies camp at Lakelse Lake. Without their help we may have 
had to close our camp this summer. 
The Kinsmen CJub of Terrace 
-- . / /z,~p.~,, .  / _ 
The silver fox, in spite of its name, belongs to the red fox 
family. 
:::, 
. : . - . :  :.. L-.:.~.i, ~ 
'from around 
IDEAS , 
,OR th Id i e war 
I tcJ suit any budget. 
L, il~ ::r charrns,  necklaces,  statues ... a large 
selection of unique and unusual gifts. Let 
our helpful'gift councilors help you choose 
iusl the right gift for Mother. 
It makes a world of difference to stop ,at: 
Wise O vl Shoppe 
"We need highly skilled ad. 
ministration people and tech. 
nicians," Mayor Knight said. 
"And to attract these people" 
from the big cities we must 
have the facilities. 
"Today's executive is mar- 
fled to his iob If he is to be 
successful and his wife usually 
develops her own interests, of. 
ten in such fields.as the.arts. 
"This is the kind of facility 
we are looking for in future." 
:~eanwhlle, the town's hospl- 
Ca. houses 90 to t00 people and 
an air ambulance takes any 
tnalor surgery cases to Edmon-~ 
tort., 
Paul Vasseur, Alberta Alco- 
holism and Drug Abuse Cam- 
miss!on counsellor, said tran- 
quillizer use among housewives 
In town is extensive. 
WOMEN CONFINED 
Housewives in mobile homes 
saw their husbands leave early 
and were shut up with their 
children all day and into he 
evening as their hust..,.,ds 
worked owrtime. 
The men •aren't wlthou; 'heir 
problems and four times ,t ,reek 
an Alcoholics Anonymou, '.hap- 
ter meets at the Sync~ude 
camp. 
Larry Jenson, Sync,'Jde's; 
publ!~ffalrs man; said .nany 
men prefer to commute o the 
camp weekly from Edn onton 
and every Friday night a dozen 
buses and hundreds at cars 
head douth. 
sched~Jled air flights ",re also 
fully booked. 
Dawn G~lbralth, 22.year- 
old 
blonde dump truck driver who 
is a Fort McMurray old-timer, 
said women in town are 
hopelessly outnumbered and 
new:girls are a Ilffle horrified 
by the attention they receive. 
"You have to learn to handle 
yourself if you don't want to fall 
flat on your face," she said. "1 
keep clear Of the bars now and 
have taken up meditation." 
Native trapper Michel Gal- 
due, 70, who has lived on the 
banks of the Snye River on the 
outskirts of town all his life, 
would like to know what Peter 
Pond would do if he had the op- 
portunity to come round the 
r iver bend again. 
Peter Pond was an early 
white explorer credited with 
Importers of Glttwaro, Fabrics, 
Furniture, Home Decorator Items 
237 City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 
Phune 632.5544 
discovering the oll sands In 
1778., 
"I hope he would turn a blind 
eye to that black gooey stuff on 
the ground," Galdue said. .  
"They are building a 13.storey 
high-rise complex next to my 
shack and want me to move." 
GCOS public affairs man 
John Perehenlc sums up the 
frantic activity this way: 
"We need the oil and . . ,  we 
have to find an acceptable state 
of disruption." 
(nn mE 61UE ulOU 
ILL THE (OmFORTS 
OF HomE... 
Now you can go anywhere and still have those. 
comforts of home. Take your va,cation this year 
in one of our fabulous recreational •vehicles. 
Its the only way to go! .'~.: 
We have fine used camper trucks available now. • 
1970 Ford P= =roper Special, V , auto. trans. 
1973 E©onolinev, n. ,.,oo.,,,..,,-,.,r-,. 
1970 Ford,,oo,,,. V-O, 4 speed trans. 
1974 Ford 
1975 Ford 
Fig0 Pickup, 302, V.& Stand. Trans. 
F.100 pickup, 6 cyl., stand, trans. 
1975 Ford '."°"°'"`'.". V-8, 4 spe~l:l trans. P.S , winch 
1975 01ds Cutlas Sin. Wgn., air, stereo, all power 
• 1970 Chrysler, 
• : $2896 1973 BuiOk,n,o,,. .,.,o.,.o,.,.,..,., 
1976 Ford ,..,o. ,.n,...,,o $'5685 
1976 Linooln , ,v. c.,,e, oode,..,, o ,,., $15,800 
1975 Valiant, doo,.,..,r...,,..,,. ::J3895 
1976 Gran :'$4795 
$1895 
$2896 
$2195 
$3696 
$4195 
$7495 
96796 
$1495 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
' 635-4984 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
O00727A 
A~';~ ~OUV L 
• 1973 i)atsun.o.,°,,......,r... $2696 
1974 Capri,,,.o.t.n. $2695 
